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4.1 	Acoustic Comparison of Various Nozzle Models at Selected
 
Test Conditions for a Full Size Engine
 
The data from the full size engine utilizing a scale factor of 8 was
 
plotted for Vf/Vc >1.5 at 3 test conditions corresponding to acoustic test
 
matrix points of X 13, X 15, X 25 (where X is the model designation in
 
Section 3.0 (a) of CDR Volume I. These were included in the Final Report,
 
NASA CR 2966, in reduced form. The following plots are in original size for
 
easier detailed analysis. The plots include:
 
* 	 OASPL directivity
 
* 	 PNL directivity
 
* 	 PWL spectra
 












The following plots are presented for a full size engine utilizing a
 








The spectral data is presented on the basis of 1/3 octave band analysis.
 
The angular distribution of overall sound pressure levels and perceived
 
noise levels are presented at a microphone location consistent with a FAR36
 








The first set of figures shows the effect of velocity and temperature on
 




The second set shows the effect of velocity and temperature upon sound
 
generation as indicated by overall sound pressure level sideline directivities
 
The third set shows the effect of velocity and temperature upon noise
 
generation as indicated by changes in perceived noise level along the side­
line.
 
The fourth set shows the effect of velocity and temperature upon sound
 




The plots demonstrate the effect of four basic parameters; fan velocity,
 
core velocity, fan stream temperature and core stream temperature. Some
 
general observations relating to these parameters can,be made in terms of the
 
power level spectra. The unsuppressed configurations, (Models 7 and 8),
 
have little variation in their spectra when Vf/Vc Z 1.0. The sound power is
 
basically core stream controlled and peaks at low frequencies. When Vf/Vc >
 
1.0, then a second frequency peak occurs at mid frequencies. This is
 
attributed to the high fan radius ratio effects. When the fan stream tempera­
ture is increased, sound power levels were reduced, but conversely increases
 
in the core stream temperature leads to small increases in sound power level.
 
The suppressed configurations follow similar trends except that increasing
 






4.1 ACOUSTIC COMPARISON OF VARIOUS NOZZLE MODELS AT
 
SELECTED TEST CONDITIONS FOR A FULL SIZE ENGINE 
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2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
m CONFIG. I - PT 13 
X CONFIG. 3 - 13WCOMNFM. 4 - PTPT 13 
X CONFI. 9- PT 13 
V PAN: 550 I/S 
V FAN = 1804 F/S 
TFAN- 663 064 K 






20 40 60 'BO 
I 
100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
I 
120 140 150 
r 
o 08/20/75 
6R552-O01 79 BURCH A. 
130 V CORE = 367 M/8 OBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 	 m CONFIG. I PT 16 
x conno. 3 16-PT
V CORE =1205 FT/S PNL VS ANGLE 	 W CONI. 4 PT 16 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 649 N. SL. 338 M. ALT. XCONFIO.q-PT 1E 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 2128 FT, 8,L. 1110 FT. ALT. VFAN= 751 MI/SV FAN 2398 FT/S
TFAN: 913 DEC K 





20 406 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/20/7579BR 
-~5R552-0O1 6 A%99A. 





= 816 DEG K 
=1468 DEG R 
PNL VS 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
ANGLE
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
I CONFl.G 4 - PT 26 
X CONFlS. 9- PT 25 
V FAN=z 8 M19 
V FAN= 2783 FT/S
T FAN = 1093 DEG K 





0~0 in NE 
so 9t 
80 05, 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
180 
170 
V CORE = 365 M/S 
V CORE =1197 FT/S 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 




50 80 125 200 
OBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 0B PI4L SPECTRA 
MCaOInG. I- PT Is 
x OSrrfo. 3 -FT t3 
mr cOrIG. 4- PT 13 
X CONFG. 9-PT IS 
vFAN =550 M/S 
V PFAN = 1804 FT/5 
T r-AN 663 DF-6 K 
TFAN 1193 Vlsi A 
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 








V CORE - 367 M/S 
V CORE =1205 FT/S 
T CORE = 656 DEG K 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 0B PHL SPECTRA 
C98ONFIG. I - PT 15 
X CONFIG. - PT 15 
WCONFI.. 4- PT 15 
X CONFIB. 9- PT 16 
V FAN = 731M 
'r PAN = 913 D64 K 







12 5i0 i8 i0 1i25 2i00 i3 15 i5 i00 8i00 12i50 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
31i50 i5000 8000t00 
08/20/75 
5R552-001 79 BURCH A. 
19O V CORE = 426 N/S 
V CORE =1397 FT/S
J CORE = 816 DEG K 
T CORE =1468 DEG R 
1oT 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 05 PIL SPECTRA 
0 CONFI. I- PT 26X CONFIO. 1 ­ rT 25 
U CONFlG. 4- PT 25 
X CONFIG. S - PT Z5 
VFAN= 9 MIS 
V FAN- £783 tr/sTPA4 i093 J)DGK 












50 s0 125 200 
-
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08-CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 






80 V CORE = 365 M/S 
V CORE =1197 FT/S
T CORE = 656 DEG K 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 OB SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
W O F 0 I -FT 1X CONFIG. 3 ­ r  13 
m CoNFIG. 4 - PT 193 















11 O ENERFE50H 0 E* 
4 1/3 RQ Z5 E *BCNE 
90-V CORE = 365 M/S 
V CORE ;1197 FT/S 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 
ngFDBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT' 
1/3 GB SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
WCONFIG I - PT 1,3
M CONFG. A - PT 13 
X CONFIG., 4 - PT 13 














50 80 125 200 315 500 7800 1250 2000 3150.- 6000 80
 
1/30GB CENTER FRED. HZ 90 DEG.
 
90 V CORE-- 365 M/S
V CORE =1197 FT/S
T CORE = 556 DEG KT CORE =1000 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 08 SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
mCONFG. 3 - PT 13 
a CONFIG. 4- PT 13 













50 80 126 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
90 
V CORE = 365 M/S. 
V CORE =1197 FT/S 
T CORE = 556 DEG K-
T CORE "1000 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIGURSTION EFFECT 
1/3 OB SPL SPECTRR 
649 H. SL. 338 H. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L., 1110 FT. ALT. 
i CON IG-I - 'PT, 13KCONvFI. 3- PT 13 
U CONFI,. 4 - PT 13 




C O3 1200 













200 315 Bo0 800 1250 2600 





V CORE =,367 M/S
V CORE =1206 FT/S
T CORE = 556 DEG K 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 08 SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
X CONFIG. 31- PT 15 
m CONFIG. 4 - PT 16 


























I I I I I I I I 
315 50 800 1250 2000 








V CORE = 367 f/S
V CORE =1205 FT/S 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 















OBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 0B SPL SPECTRR 
649 M. 6.L. 338- . ALT. 




-- - f---I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG
 
PT 16
MXCa5FrIOCO G 3-- 5 
CON~w. 4 - PT 1S 




3150 5000 8000 
IV CORE = 367 M/S 
CORE =1205 FT/S 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 
T CORE =I000 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 0B SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. 8.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
M CONFIG. PFT15 
N CONFIG. 4 - PT 15 















, , , , , , , 
316 600 800 1250 2000 




- - , 
Fa 
90 
V CORE = 367 M/S 
V CORE =1205 FT/S
T CORE = 556 DEG K 
T CORE =1000 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
1/3 08 SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M.,ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT­
m CONFIG. t- prt 
K CONFIG. S - PT 15E CONFID. 4 - PT 15 
X CONFIG. 9-PTT 16 
120"110" 
m 


















A M I -4- - 1I 
315 Soo 800 1250 2000 3 150 5000NL-MAX ANGLE 1/3 05 FREQUENCY. Hi 8000 
V CORE = 426 M/S OBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT ( CONFIG. I - PT 25 
V CORE =1397 FT/S 1/3 GB SPL SPECTRA WCONFIG. 4 - FT 25 
T CORE = 816 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. X COFIG 9 -PTZ 

















30- I I I I I I I I I 1 1- I I I I I I lI -I I- I I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
so V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIGURATION EFFECT M CONFI. I - PT 25 
V CORE =1397 FT/S 
T CORE = 816 DEG K 
1/3 06 SPL SPECTRA 
649,M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
* CONFIG. 4 - PT 25 
X CONFIG. 9- PT2 6 









30 so 80 l I125 I t -I200 ! I t I | I - I315 500 800 1,250 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQ, HZ 90 DEG 
I I ------3150 5000 1 8000 i --­
100 
90 
V CORE 426 M/S 
V CORE =1397 FT/S
T CORE = 816 DEP K 
T CORE =1468 DEG R 
!mh 
DBTF CONFIGURATIONEFFECT 
1/3 0B SPL SPECTRA 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
XCONFIG. 3 -PT 2 
W CONFIG. 4 - PT 25 









50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 -v 
" -
100 -nr-4IGV CORE = 426 M/S
CORE =1397 FT/S 
T CORE = 816 DEG K 
BTF CONFIGURATION EFFECTCORE=137 F S
1/3 OB SPL SPECTRR 
649 M. 5.L.' 338 M. RLT. 
T2S COtFIG- 26XCON I , 3 PT r, 
MCONFIG. 4 - PT 25 
X CONFIG. 9-PT 26 







W0Lii x 70* 
ci) 
co 






40- I I I I I I -+i I I i -i I vi I I I I I. I I 
50 80 126 200 315 500 SQO -1250 2000 .3150 5000 8000 
fiL MAX ANGLE 1/3 08 FREQUEKY. HZ 
4.2 ACOUSTIC DATA PLOTS FOR A FULL SIZE ENGINE 
UTILIZING A SCALE FACTOR OF 8 
180 V CORE = 302 M/S DBTF CONFIQ, 1 106M O38 759 L3s3 1040 536 1759 851 117LV CORE = 992 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT jo3AL 457 1500 58 1004 
T CORE = 297 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA 0+ s80 tZ4e471 0e2 CORE = 534 DEG R 1013X 34 804 380 848 
144, 195 839 00 522 
PT M/S FTIS OK OR170- VFan TFan
 
160-- mom (D (D 
H i ALA 
S( QL 












+ + L 
to140 x + 
U+ 





.50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 




5R031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
180 V CORE = 336 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 1 W10M 673 2208 028 1491 
-0ia 6 89 1932 718 19
V CORE =1102 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 1 A 802 1847 802 1084;
CORE = 431 DES K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA lob+ 41 108608 916'
 
T CORE = 776 DEG R 
 t4, * 19683S 290 522 
PT M/S Ft/s OK OR 


























I I I 
200 
t I II I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
I - I 






180 V CORE = 366 M/S 
V CORE =1200 FT/S 
T CORE = 564 DEG'K 
T CORE = 998 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIt- 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PNL SPECTRA 
1 6 6430 238 98 164 
114 (D 44 2113 78 1410 
1,3 A 549 lot 80 1188 
li1+ 464 1495Z 893I4I X 901 INS 461 8961 47 0 290 950 367 696 
146 * 219 719 984 656 
145 X 171 580 292 528 
P7 M/S n/s OK OR 
VFan TFan 





+ + + 
+ 







so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 




 79 BURCH A.
 
170-
V CORE = 396 M/S
V CORE =1298 FT/S
T CORE = 877 DEG K
T CORE =1219 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIO. 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/30OB PWL SPECTRAE 
i41 m®79 280 1088 1984 
O19 764 278 1067 1810 
16 +S 69347 715129t 
1WX 492 1615 689 1080 
116 * 393 1291 486 W6148 + 242 793 38 662 
PT N/S FT/s OK OR 
VFan TFan 
*S+ + 






















50' 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 








BRO31-o01 79 BUR A. 
180 -IV CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1393 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1460 DEG R 
170-
DBTF CONFIO.. 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP . EFFECT1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
$ M 4S 70 G3 I Ot24 0 742 2433 926 1857 t5: 848 2749 1938 188 
t23 A 841 2103 781 1406 
,tz + 538 1759 848 1165 
121 X 427 1400 623 941
*s[1, 338 1109 429 773 
15o + 285 888 385 659 
149 X 171 581 2,93 528 




































I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










 79 RURCH P.
 
180 -V CORE = 491 M/S ,DBTF CONFIG. I sT3 g 0 4 20 490 1607* 44 1277G M1 6l 1064 iow 1954 
V CORE =1610 FT/S VELOCITY +' TEMP. EFFECT 14 A 292 659 395 B95 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
1/3 08 PL SPECTRA M/sPT/S OK OR 
vFan TFan 
170- Em 
mlm E m ElM (DEn0 
160-- m 
A ( 






50 80 125 200 315 ,500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
08/13/75

BR031-001 79 BURC . 
V CORE 550 M/S I17 ,15 Mf 1044 1ee0DBTF CONFIG. 1 S6 M0 Grif 1817 873@ 212 
V CORE =180S FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT , 7 8 1070 426 788 
T CORE = 809 DEG K 1/3 06 PWL SPECTRR 






















50 80 125 200 Ia aaa315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 




 79 BURCH A.
 
190 V CORE = 612 M/S
CORE =2007 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
180. 
IBTF CONFIG. 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA 
11" GU78e 249 .8 135 
160 A 31 1199 450 82 





















I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 














180V CORE = 303 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 1 o5 M467 1600 568 1004 
10W0 457 100 5 104V CORE = 994 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT aot A 303 95 399 710T = 298 K 1/3CORECORE 537 DEGDEG R 0B PWL SPECTRA T + 615 Z018 761 1351IT7 X 463 1407/ 66o 99oCORE65R 304 998 402 724 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
70 Vpa n Tean 
=j160 q3 'P 9z q q Ep 
mc x 




s0 80 a 125 200 315 a500 ia 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
0 5a0 




 79 BURCH A.
 
190 V CORE = 424 M/S 25 DBTF CONFIG. I ItS (D 641 2103 791 1405 
V CORE =1392 FT/S 123 
T CORE = 805 DEG, K), 3 
T CORE =1449 DEG R 123 
vCORE = 427 H/S 
V CORE = 1402 nT/S 131T CORE 558 DEG K 130 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R 2 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/30B PWL SPECTRA 
i 
ill A 427 1400 US 941 
1,1 + 050 2790 1098 1877 
130 X 39 209 777 1398M *b42s 130e 613 924 















130 50 I 80 




I I I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










SR031-001 7q RIIR'S. 
ISO- toS 818 2021 752 i3saV CORE = 304 N/S 0BTF CONFIG. 1 'l3 e se 1961 eI' 1171
 
V CORE = 997 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT to A 457 1500 558 1004
 
T CORE = 299 DEG K 1/3 08 PWL SPECTRA ,33 + 455 1494 432 778 
s X 82 1252 99 719T CORE = 538 DEG R Iot * 300 1248 473 852 





+ + ED:60 ­ + & & 








50 80 125 200 315 500 S00 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 ,.
 




V CORE = 336 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 1 :37 
i 
M872 2204 
7 8 22=08 922 1O5O 928 1491 
V CORE =1102 FT/S
T CORE = 433 DEG K 
T CORE = 779 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 H. RLT. 
2128 FT, S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
1ce0A 502 1847 
,3S + 502 1847 




Pl M/S FT/S OK OR 
170" VPan TFan 
m160 " W 





50 80 125 200 315 .500 800 12S0 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/380B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
5R288-00179 BURCI.
 
180 V CORE = 367 M/S 
V CORE =1203 FT/S 
T CORE = 558 DEG K 
T CORE =1004 DEG R 
170" 
OBTF CONFIG. 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 GB PWL SPECTRA 
11o 0 739 240 
£35730 238 
139 A 730 2395 
113 + 48 178 j38 X 548 17e8 














50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 




SR031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
1 1 0 i S M6 8 W 5 3V CORE = 302 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 1 OASPL VS ANGLE LS 01 5i30 759 117 
104 0 536 1"759 851 1171 
V CORE = 992 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 103 A 457 1500 55 1004 
99 349 718 
T CORE = 534 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 113 * 245 804 380 648 
T CORE = 297 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. ol +XX02303 9 5 9  7 8 
142 + 195 639 290 522 











+ + + + + 
U 
AL 










ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
08/13/75

BR031-001 79 BURq .
 
V CORE = 336 M/S OBTF CONFIG. I OASPL VS ANGLE 110, 0 8b8 229 828 1491 
soS 0 589 18J2 716 12869 
V CORE =1102 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 1o A 602 1847 802 1084T CORE = 431 DEG K 549 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 107-+-41 1338 50e4 9151 6 X 337 110]8 433 780 
T CORE = 776 DES R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 1,,4* 195 839 290 522 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
100 - VFan TFan 
2] 
90 in )(D 0 E 
01 (D A (109 [ 
























50~ I I I i I I I 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 180 180 




 79 BURCH A.
 
110 V CORE = 366 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 1 OASPL VS ANGLE M2 730 2398 912 1642 
O9 844 2113 700 1418 
V CORE =1200 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 13 A 549 1001 080 1188 
649 M. S.L. 338 Me ALT. i + 414 1480 62 811T CORE = 554 DEG K li X 3 1108 461 SitT COE =998 EG
CORE =998 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. III * 290 960 387 898 
146 + 219 719 384 8668 
145X 171 580 292 526 
100- PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan
 
90 ID Q) ( (D (D 
m  A AL A ( 
(D AL + + 






SROS1-OO1- 79 BURC .
 
110- V 'CORE 396 M/6 DBTF CONFIG. 1 ORSPL VS ANGLE 4.1 M 783 28f0 LOS 1954
 
leo 6 788 2576 1008 1810 
V CORE =1298 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 1i9 A 694 2278 857 1642
 
T CORE = 677 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 118 + 92 1647 71e 1292
 
1110 FT. ALT. 216X 492 121 486t1875T CORE =1219 DEG R 2128 FT. 8.L. 
 148'+242 79S 388 862 
PT M/S FT/S OK ORo100. 
VFan 'TFan
 
AAL A 8 
+ + + A 
W A +x + 
A,, + 
+ + x x * x
 
A + -I- x 
(Le x*8r + x +
 















BRO31-001 79 BURCH A.
 
110 
CORE 425 M/S 
V CORE =1393 FT/ST CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 1 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
205 C049 2784 1093 1988 
IZ4 (D742 2433 928 1887 
s23& 841 2103 781 1405
12 + 427 14059 94Sm? X 42'7 1400 623 941 
isi *,3381o 429 773
ISo + 285 88 388 669 
149 X 171 581 293 628 
PT M/s FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
































20 40 60 80 100 
-­---- -­




SR266-0O0 • 79 BUIRCAW.
 
120 V CORE = 491 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 1 ORSPL VS ANGLE W15tM844 2770 1080 1954 
SS0 490 1607 591 1064V CORE =1610 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 154 A 292 969 388 895 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 649 M. 5.L. 338 M. RLT.
 






100 E3 In 
m V3 
_m in i IIn 
80 AD 
cc F9O 0 A AA 
coo 
80 A Q 
AA 
70 
60 I I I I I I 
-f 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
RNOLE TO INLET 
08/13/75
 




V CORE = 550 M/S, 
V CORE =1805 FT/S 
T CORE = 809 DEG K 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338-M. ALT. 
2128 FT. SL. 1110 FT. ALT. 
Zss m817 2680 
S6 8554 1817 
1,S7 A 328 1076 
























20 40 60 80 
I I 
100 
ANGLE TO INLET 





120 	 V CORE = 612 M/S DBTF CONM'. 1 OASPL VS ANGLE ,150 782 248 984 173, 
V CORE =2007 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 1609 38 11 468 6 
= 807 DES K 	 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
T CORE 





































5RO3i-nol ­ 79 BURCH A.
 






303 M/S 105 
994 FT/S 103
298 DEG Kl 10 
OBTF CONFIG. I ORSPL VS RNGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMPt EFFECT 





m 616 2021 762 1353 
CD45 1600 568 1004 
A 3g03 953 718 
+ $14 208 70 1991X 463 1407 NO0 0 
T CORE 537 DEG R' 2128 FT; S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. IZ6 4 304 998 402 724 






















60 iL i I 'i 
20 40 60 80 100 1,20 140 160 -180 
RNGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75

5R031-001 79 UR 4. 
120 V CORE = 424 M/S " 125 DBTF CONFIG. 1 OASPL VS ANGLE , 849 2784 1093 190 
0Z 8 41 2103 "781 1405
 
V CORE =1392 FT/S 123 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT II A 427 1400 523 941 
T CORE = 805 DES K 121 649 M. S.L. 338 N. ALT. 11 + 80 2790 1098 1977 3 X 209/39'777 1398T CORE =1449 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 129 4423 1380 513 924V COPE = 427 M/S 0 TMSr/ KO 
110 V CORE = 1402 FT/S 131 PT T T/SanT CORE = 558 DEG K 1- - Fa Fan 





60 408-0I0IO 4 6 8 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75
SROSI- OIl 79 BU1RCH A. 
10 V CORE = 304 M/S DBTF CONFIG. I ORSPL VS ANGLE 105 m 631 2021 752 1363I%4Q 609 1897 851 1171CORE = 997 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT toS A 467 15LO 1104T58 
to3+455 140946 04377132 X
T CORE 23 + 48 145 439 718718= 299 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 82 252 39
T CORE = 538 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. IoZ 380 1248 473 052 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 














20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75
SR031-001 
 79 BUJRd .
~ 
0 
110 -V CORE = 336 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 1 OSPL VS ANGLE 1i- 7 2 9e 672 2204 8 8 1 9 922 1660 
V CORE =1102 FT/S
T CORE = 433 DEG K 
T CORE = 779 DEG R 
VELOCITY + 
649 M, S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
too A 502 1047 
135 + 02 1847 




PT M/S FT/S OK 0 R 
ioo " Fan TFan 
90 





20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75

SRnta-lfll -f, ,- . 
120 V CORE = 367 M/S 
V CORE =1203 FT/S
T CORE = 558 DEG K 
T CORE =1004-DEQ R 
DBTF CONFIG. I OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. ,1110 FT. ALT. 
1,40 9 739 2428.1094 1970 
tiD 730 2308 912 1842 
,,,A 730 2 998 17918 
113 + 549 1801 860 1186 i~e X 548 178 670 1026 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 







60 I I, I I 
20 40 60 80 100 120 -140 160 180 







V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1393 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1460 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 








0 849 2784 
0)742 2433 
A?1 841 2103 
+ 536 1789X 427 1400 
* 338 1109 
+ 2865 886 






































+L x * 
+ 
A 







60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
II 








V CORE = 491 M/S 
V CORE =1610 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. A PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
315Z (9 844 2770 108 1 94 
S3( 490 1807 591 1084Is4A 292 958 388 89 

































20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO 'INLET 








V CORE = 550 M/8 
V CORE =1805 FT/S
T CORE = 809 DEG K 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
105 M 817 MS 1044 1080 
G50e 554 187 873 1212 
167 A 328 107 425 758 












iOn 0 A in 




~08/13/75 5R031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
20 
120 -V CORE = 612 M/5 DBTF CONFIG.'1 PNL VS ANGLE [9 782 2499 984 1735 
V CORE =2007 FT/S
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M; S.L. 338 II.ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L.- 1110 FT. ALT. 
05916 2029 
16o A 385 1199 






100- In m 0 
0 Al 
00 













120 V CORE = 424 M/S '125 
V CORE =1392 FT/S 123 
T CORE = 805 DEG K[12 
T CORE =1449 DEG R) 
V CORE - 427 M/S 131 
v CORE = 1402 n/S 130 
T CORE = 558 DEG 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R) 129 
OBTF CONFIG. I PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.K, 1 21 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
1,5 2M 64, 2764 1093 1988 
63(D41 2103 781 1405 
121 A 427 1400 523 94t 
1-1 + 850 2790 1098 £977IO X 639 2096 777 1 98 
w)* 423 1380 613 924 














60* I to 





5R031-001 79 BURCH P­
80 
V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1393 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
. 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
s125M848 2784 1093 1968 
224 e 742 2433 928 1687123 A 641 2103 781 1408 
z + 548 1S121 X 427  1400  623 941 
is1 * $3f 11S 429 773 
'so+ 285 seese ass 
149 X 171 581 293 628 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
U,70 




































I I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 













V CORE 4Z5 M/S 
V CORE =1393 FT/S 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
.) 
In 
]0 [9 Q 
o ( D A&J& A, 
A++ 
A 
DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 i. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
0 0 
In E In0 ( D a00/ 
D 
A a + +e& ( 
A+ + 
+-, X+ 
15 Im 4 1093 190 
Q 742 2433 9268 1687 
123 A 841 2103 701 1405 
122 + 538 1759 048 1180 
11 X 427 1400 523 941
*st 339 1109 429 773ISO + 285 see 38 659 
1, X 171 S l 293 528 
PM /SftSOK OR 














50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 




5R031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
100 V CORE = 425 M/S DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRA :?4 G,748 274 193 1988
 
- tI4. ,C,742 2453 928 1887
 
V CORE =1393 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT IZ3
T CORE = 806 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 121
' Z 


































40I I ,I I I I I I I: : : , ' :
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 
 1250 2000 3150 

1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG
 
A 641 2103 

+ 6
275sX 4 7 1400 

* 358 1109 

4 265 se 





































V CORE = 491 M/S 
V CORE =1610 FT/s
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
153 0 944 17 
153 0 490 1907 












]E!][][ El [ [ E]Inm 
A AL 









5o 80 125 200 
12035080 
315 500 S0o 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 




5R031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
80 
V CORE = 491 M/S
.V CORE =1610 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 




DBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M.,S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
vu El V3 El m M[2J0[n 8[] 
'5 (94j0 1ol0 7 1104 
I 4A 292 959 88 595 




















so 80 125 
-4j 
200 j15 500 800 1250 2000 











100 V CORE = 491 M/S DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTER 1m5 844 Z770 
C53 M 490 1807 
LOBS1954 
591 1084 
V CORE 41610 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 





















1/ B ETESRE.H A0E 
/A 
08/13/76 
5R031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
80 
V CORE = 550 M/S 
V CORE =1805 FT/S
T CORE = 809 DEG K 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 H. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT; 8.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
'555 M 8174280 1044 18 o0s 5564 1817 873 1212 
ITA 328 L075 428 758 
PT M/S rr/s oK 0 R 
VFan TFan 











so so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 





V CORE = 550 M/S 
V CORE =1805 FT/S 
T CORE = 809 DES K 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L.- 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. 6.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
IS 0 8417 01 1880 
1S7 A 32e 1076 425 785 





















40 - I I ! I ! I I I I I(D E 
50 80 126 200- 315 500 800 1250 2000 3160 5000 8000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREG. HI 90 DEG 
08/13/75
5R031-001 79 BURCH R­
100 V CORE = 550 M/S IBTF CONFIG. 1 SPL SPECTRR 56m 1 2860 10448Z156 0 554 1817 673 1212 
V CORE =1805 FT/s VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 16 A 320 1075 428 788 
T CORE = 809 DEG K 649 M. s-L. 33B M. ALT. PT M/S rT/S K R 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. LT. 






w AD U3 
a-70 . 
=ZQ 






50 80 125 200 315 500 800 12 50 2000 3150 5000 8000 





V CORE = 612 M/S 
V CORE =2007 FT/s
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
UBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
ISV1 76Z2±489 
,ss (9 B19 2029 
160 A 365 t1s9 

















50 s0 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
08/13/76

BR031-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V'CORE = 612 M/S DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRR ,S9 Big2 2029 764 1734 
V CORE =2007 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
VELOCLTY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.i. 338 M.' RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. ,1110-FT. RLT. 
160A5 1199 






> ] M] 1) (D l 











40 A I- -, A a) 
50 so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 31 50 6000 8000 
1/30OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
08/13/75
 
; 5R031-001 79 BURC"hl
 
110 V CORE = 612, M/ DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRA 1se 75 8 9284 13 
V CORE =2007 FTS VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 160 A 365 1199 458 0Z5 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. PT M/S /S aK0 R 
Fan Fan 
100. 







so so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 




5R031-001 79 BURCH R­
V CORE 	 = 424 M/S COR125 DBTF CONFIG. 1 t3 0 641 2103 701 1406,
=1392 FT/S 123 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT tI A 427 1400 523 941 
V I =132 FT/ 	 SPL SPECTRA 1? 5W 8 9 7 4 1093 1988 
T CORE 	= 805 DEG K 1 649 N. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 131 + 0210 1078 1977T CORE 	=1449 DEG R121 
 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 1SO X 839 2098 777 1398 
ICiEE 
 0 423 1388 513 924
 
V CORE 	= 427 M/S 13i PT MIS n/s K R 
V CORE = 1402 n/s T 
T CORE = 558 DEG K 1 1 29 VFan TFan 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R 




to AH 50 
40
 
ao I I -, l i I J ii --- i i -r
 
50 80 126 200 315 S00 800 1250 2000 3160 5000 8000
 




 79: BURC9i .
 
V CORE = 125 DBTF CONFIG. I SPL SPECTRA 27
424 M/S 120 841U0 1093 14,
 
V CORE =1392 FT/S I25 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 121 A 427 1400 523 941
 
T CORE = 805 DEG K 121 649 M. S.L. 338 M.RLT. 13v X.850 2790 1098 1977
 
T CORE =1449 DEG R) 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. in 423 1 508 924
613 

PT M/S FI/S OK ORb 
80 Vam TFan
 
U)VCORE = 427 MIS 
U V CORE = 1402 FT/S 130
 
w T CORE = 558 DEGK 129









50 80 125 200 315 800
500 1250 2000 311 5S000 8000
 







V CORE = 424 M/S "I125 
V CORE =1392 FT/s 123 
T CORE = 805 DES K 121 
T CORE =1449 DEG RJ121 
DBTF CONFIG. 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
1 SPL SPECTRA 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 K. ALT. 






848 2784 1093 198 
A427 1400 321 14 
+ 00 270 1or0 1877 
* 423 1388 513 924 
M/S FT/S OK OR 






v CORE = 42t 
V CORE = 1402 FT/S 
T CORE = 558 DE 
















I t I I -i I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 









5R03,I-001 79 BURCI'- R.
 
180 V CORE = 307 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 2 £04 (0533 174, 842 1185 
V CORE =1006 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT ba3 A 463 1488 547 984T CORE = 304 DES K 1/3 08 PWL SPECTRA 2oz + 377 itS? 488 8392 0,,X 3o 3 9 9 399 71 8 T CORE = 548 DEG R 243 , 62828 376 676
'4Z 174 671 296 631 







[a mD m, 
0,i, 0 0 0 





a]m E ( 
0 0 0 A +
A, + 


























I I, I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










 79 BURCH R.
 
V CORE = 
335 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 21a a 875 2214 81 1496 
2 E 807 1927 71 122
V CORE =1100 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 208 A 509 1883 614 1106T CORE = 427 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR 07 + 422 1084 431 775T CORE = 768 DEG R 
 2.44 4 195 040 294 528 




































50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 





V CORE = 397 M/S 
V CORE =1302 FT/S
T CORE = 682 DEG K 
T CORE =1227 DEG R 
DOTF CONFIG. 2 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 08 PIL SPECTRA 
241 M 70 25s7 1977 198 
ZZO 0) 784 2671 990 1702 
2.9A 893 2272 856 1540 
£19 + 599 1988 728 13112,.17 X 496 1623 508 1071 
z16 * 394 1292 488 878 
±46 + 244 801 388 659 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
C3++ 
+ + + + x 





















I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 









5RPRR-flfl 7.q RL.IRCH A. 
V CORE = 491 l/S DBTF CONFIC. 2 253 M 845 1590 582e 107 
V CORE =1612 FT/S
T CORE = 814 DEC K 
T CORE =1466 DEG R 
VELOCITY +,TEMP,: EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 
z53 0 45 27751088 104 
254 A 297 97* 404 727 





E9 03 m 






















V CORE = 551 M/S 
V CORE =1809 FT/S
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEG R 
DBTF'-CONFI-G. 2 
VELOCITY + TEMP EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 
256 M011 Z 
Z'7 A 31 1086 
PT M/S n/S 
VFan 


















50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
08/18/75

6R266-001 79 RIJRCH Pl.
 
190 V CORE = 611 M/8 F CONFI.. 2 se M 752 24693884 1881VD 9 0 800 1970 717 1290V CORE =2004 FT/S VELOCITY k TEMP, EFFECT 2e A,,sB0 1202 4s ess
T CORE = 811 DEG K 
 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA
 












50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 




 79 RIIRC:p. 
170* 
V CORE = 308 M/S 205 
T CORE =1010 FT/S 203 
T CORE = 307 DEG R 201 
CORE= 652 DEG R 
* CORE = 302 F/S 228 
17 VCRE/9 127 
CORE = 53DE 226 
T CORE = 996DE 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 
0og3 4W10Zo03 0 453 1408 
ZOI A 3OS 995 
7-2 + 817 202g27.2Z X 45 1499 
z2 * 308 1008 
PT M/S FT/S 
Va 
a 
747 942547 9e4 






































500 800 1250 2000 






5R286-001 .79 BURCH A.
 
190- V CORE = 422 M/8 "22 DT CNI.2z5 225 mID 863 2799= 1103 19S84985COR42 1/BTF 222 CONFII3. 2 223 0 650 2132 601 1442 
CORE =1385 FT/S 25 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT t.2t A 431 1414 533 960 
T CORE = 808 BEG 1 1/3 08 P4L SPECTRA 2.3 + 846 2773 1090 1962CORE =1454 DEG R 221 230 X 48 2119 792 1425429 4,431 1415 528 951 
v CORE = 425 M/S "1 231 PT M/S rr/s K R 
180 v CORE = 1395 FT/S 230 vT CORE = 553 DEG K 229 Fan Fan 







50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000





V CORE 	= 307 M/S 	 DBTF CONFIG. 2 20 M 803 19 748 114 
za34 1991eo7 	 e40 1347V CORE =1006 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT zi3 A 45? 1499 434 782T CORE = 304 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA 203 + 453 1468 547 984 
T CORE = 547 DEG R S0 402232o2 X 377383 1U371257 723480 039 
PT M/s 	 FT/S OK OR 





tj AS + xA 









50 80 125 
 200 	 315 B00 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 




'' 79 BURCH A. 
180-	 V CORE = 424 M/S DBTF CONFIS. 2 VFan TFan 
V CORE =1392 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT ° 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 1/3 08 PWL SPECTRA pt /s ft/s K °R 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L., 1110 FT. ALT. ?25 E3853 2799 1103 1986 
2240741 2432 924 1664 
223 L650 2132 801 1442 
170 	 222 + 539 1768 855 1179 
221 X 431 1414 533 980 
251 339 1111 431 778 
250+264 665 388 882 
574 	 298 532
E] Q ( 	 249 X 175 o O] 	 mD 
16 	 A A A AD
 
0 0L +W
03+ AD 	 9 ® A + (D (DA ALA + 	 + 
A,-+ 	 + x+ 
-450k ~ + hix X	 + 





120- I I I I I I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 






ISO-~~ 7 87 2228 948 1706180 V CORE = 334 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 2 210 0 075 2214 831 1495 
V CORE =1096 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 2o A 509 1003O14 1108 









1A0 * 60+ 12 
D031 















18I V CORE = 366 M/8 DBTF CONFIG. 2 4 M 734 Z409 1O0 1964 
_3,9 0 730 2498 1085 1904 
V CORE =1202 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 2)6 A gg8907 183Z3g9
T CORE = 658 DES K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 21 + 539 1783 S5l 1001T CORE =1004 DEG R 38 X 538 1780 66 l001 


















I I I I I II 












V CORE = 366 M/S 
V CORE =1200 FT/S
T CORE = 553 DEG K 
T CORE = 996 DEG R 
DT"F CONFIG. 2 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 GB PWL SPECTRA 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
VFa n TFa n 
Pt r/s f t/s 0 K °R 
215 fl 728 2390 907 1632 
214 0 638 2094 774 1393 
213 5 550 1803 661 1190 
212 + 453 1486 546 982 
211 X 365 1196 452 813 
247 < 294 983 393 707 
246 ± 223 730 371 667 
160-
amV r 





































I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 









6R286-001 79 R1IRfH A. 
110 V CORE = 307 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE 0o45 85 0 91340 1146 
V CORE =1006 FT/S, 
T CORE = 304 DEG K 
T CORE = 548 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S;L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
203 A'43 148 547 984 
oZ X 377 127 49 8 
4 3  028 375 875 
142. 174571 295 531 




a A AL 
&:60 A+ + + + 




x & Q4 
+ 
50 
20 40 60 s0 100 120 140 160 I80 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/18/7,5
SR266-001 !7q BR': , 
,I10 V CORE 335 M/S 
V CORE =1100 FT/S 
T CORE = 427 DEG K 
T CORE = 768 DEG R 
100-
DBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
L1D M 875 2214 631 1495Z09 (D 567 1927 712 202 
206 A 509 1e83 814 1108 
207 + 422 1384 520 938Z.06 X $34 109B 431 775 4 -$ 195 840 294 529 












































140 160 180 
at 
C08/13/75 
5R032-001 79 BURCH A. 
110 V CORE = 366 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE VFan TFan 
V CORE =1200 FT/S
T CORE = 553 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
Pt 2s ft/s 
2"-0728 2390 
0 K 0 R 
9071632 
T CORE = 996 DEG R 2128 FT. 8%.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 214088214 Q838 23902094 7 132774 1393 
2135550 1803 661 1190 
100' 212 + 453 1486 546 982 
211 X 365 1198 452 813 
247Q2 94 983 393 707 
2464 s223 730 371 667 
90 9 0]aD 0 a,Q a w 
0D ALX A A 
S0 m 9A 
,A 
x x 
+ + + + A 
80 0A +X 
0 0+ x 4k 
03 A + x4 
70 A 'C 
+ 
60 
50* I I I I-i-
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 *180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/18/75
 
5R266-001.. 79 RhIRCA,. 
V CORE = 397 M/S 
V CORE =1302 FT/S 
T CORE = 682 DES K 
T CORE =1227 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. 8.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
241 M789 267 1077 1938 
Z2O M 704 2571 990 1782
zi9 A, 93 2272 06 1540 
ZIG + 699 1966 72 1311Z17 X 496 1823 598 10712' 394 1292 488 878 
z46 + 244 801 385 669 












































60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 10 
-08/18/75

SR9Rs-nlf 7q RIRCH A. 
120- V CORE = 491 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 OASPL VS ANGLE 	 262 W 846 2772 1000 1958
 
CE1 486 1690 682 1047
ZCORE =1612 FT/S 	 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 254 A 297 974 404 727 
T CORE = 814 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. PT M/s Fr/s -K OR 
CORE =1466 DEGR 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. M Fa/ 0K 0VFan TFan 
110­
















20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
08/13/75

lie5R032-001 	 79 BURC,&R.
 
120- V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
0 
100-
OBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 5.L. 338 MI. RLT. 
2128 FT. SL. 1110 FT. ALT. 
VFan TFan 
Pt xis ft/s 0 K R 
2799 1103 1986 
225 0853 2799 1103 1986 
224 0 741 2432 924 1864 
223 L 650 2132 801 1442 
222 + 539 1768 655 1179 
221 X 431 1414 533 980 
2510339 1111 431 778 
25041264 865 368 682 
249 X 175 574 296 532 
m 0 [D A 0 
-: gCso0ra 
6ID 0 00 A 
El 
0+A + 
A A) A 
+ 









SR268-001 7q RllRrH P. 
AV CORE = 551 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE 255 Q 017 2680 1043 1e8CT56 552 1810 665 1197 
V CORE -1809 FT/S
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEG R 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT2.57 A 331 100 
















60 -, I i 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 150 






120 V CORE = 611 M/S 
V CORE =2004 FT/S
T CORE = 811 DEG K 
T CORE =1460 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
2S0 W9 752 2468 934 1081 
259 (D 600 1970 717 1290 
26o A 388 1202 483 833 














5R032-0O1 79 BURCH A.
 
11 V CORE = 308 t/S 2o DBTF CONFIG-. '2 ORSPL VS RNCLE 	 zo M813 2M 748 1342 













































"5R032-00-l-' 79 BURQ40 
.
 
V CORE = 422 M/S 2213 OBTF CONFIG. 2 OASPL VS ANGLE 225 W853 2799 103 1986 
-2 0 50 ZSz 001 1442V CORE =1385 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 22i A 431 141* 539 980 
T CORE = 808 DEO K 221 649 M. S.L. 336 M,-. ALT. 3i + 845 2773 1090 19 2 
1110 FT. ALT. 230 X 846 2119 792 1425
 T CORE =1454 DES R21 2128 FT. S.L. R29 * 431 1415 528 951 
V CORE = 425 M/S T1 M/S FT/S OK OR 
V CORE = 1395 FT,/S 231 V T 
T CORE = 553 DEG K --
n Fa 
T CORE = 995 DEG R )229 
100­
m rh d3 
E] x 





60 I 0 A 
600
 








110 V CORE = 307 M/S OBTF-CONFIG. 2 OASPL VS ANGLE Zos m 813 2010 748 1342 
234 (0807 1991 848 1181V CORE =1006 FT/S VELOCITY.+ TEMP. EFFECT 233 A 457 1499 434 782T CORE = 304 DEG K 849 M. S.L. 338 M., RLT. 203 + 453 145 5,47 984CORE = 547 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 202 X 377 1237 488 3 
















































V CORE = 334 MIS 
V CORE =1098 FT/S 
T CORE = 427 DEG K 
T CORE = 768 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIO. 2 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY .+ TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
Z37 M 8 2228 
ZI 03 6875 ZZ14 
Zo A 509 163 
z36 + 600 1842 
ZSS X 499 1838 





































BR032-001 79 BURCH A.
 
110 -'40V CORE = 368 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 	 M7 4 2 0 10 61954 5OASPL VS ANGLE 	 24o m 734 240 1086 
239ED730 2390 1000 1800 
CORE =1202 FT/S 	 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT A 728 2390 907 1632 
T CORE = 558 DEC K 	 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 21. + 550 1803 e8 119o 
Z3S X 538 1760 556 1ooT CORE =1004 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 








CR 	 + 
0 	 + 
70 X 
50 I I I I I
 






5R032-001 79 BUR r,"Q ­
V CORE = 491 M/S 
V CORE =1612 FT/S 
T CORE = 814 DEG K 
OBTF CONFIG. 2 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP..EFFECT 
649 1. S.L. 338 11.ALT. 
252 E 045 2772 
253 Q) 485 1690 




T CORE =1466 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. " M/S T/S 0K 
Fan TFan 
110­
100- 22 2 D 













20 40 so 80 100 120 140 ISO ISO 
ANGLE TO INLET 
~08/18/75
 




V CORE = 551 M/S 
V CORE =1809 FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. SL. 1110 FT. ALT. 
Z5t (D817288 1043 18796 52 1810 885 1197 
v57A 331 1088 437 787 
















- z A A 
60 20 40 so so 100" 
RNGLE TO INLET 






120- V CORE = 611 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2 PNL VS ANGLE 259 76 147 734 1880259 00 800 1970 '717 zo 
CORE =2004 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 26o A.38 12oz 483 833 
T CORE = 811' DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. P M/S FT/S 0K R 
T CORE =1460 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. /Fan TFan 













20 40 60 
I 
o NLOANGLE TO INLET 
I 
120 140 160 180 p90 
08/13/75
 
5R032-001 79 BURCH R.
 
110 V CORE = 422 M/S 29 DBTF CONFIG. 2 'PNL' VS RNGLE 25-r 8M53 2799 1103 1988 
CORE0 850 2132 801 1442
=1355CORE FT/S |2 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT . 431 1414 533 980T CORE = 808 DEG K 223 221 230 X 213 1090649 M. S.L. 338, M. RLT. Z 1 + 8486 119 7 2 198Z426 
T CORE =1454 OEG R)221 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 229, 431 1415 528 951 
V CORE = 425 M/S PT M/S FT/s 0K OR 
V = 1395 FT/S j' 2302 1 i100" "T COREE = 53 DEGt K 302 ] d3" [V'an, TFan 










20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET' 
120 140 .160 180 
a_79 BURq
 
90 V CORE = 491 MIS DOBTF CONFI. 2 SPL SPECTRR 252 8946 2772 1088 1958 
V CORE =1612 FT/S
T CORE = 814 DES K 
T CORE =1468 DEGR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L." it0 FT. RLT. 
±54 A 297 974 404 727 
P MIS FT/s OKO 
VFan T an 
80 
C, 
uj70 0. Q9 Q) 9Q Q) 
0 0 ww 2 
41 ,() Q ( (D 
oe
Q-6 







20 35 So 80 15 Ao1500 35 00 
790URCH R 
80 
1/0 RQ H6 E ABCNE 
08/13/7
SR032001 9 BUCH R 
110 
V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S 
= 808 KTT CORECORE =1455 DEGDEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649.M. 338 M- ALT.2128 FT. S.L.S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
VFa n TFen 
t m/s ft/s- R225 11853 2799 1103 1986 
224 0741 2432 924 1664 
2235 650 2132 801 1442 
222 + 539 1768 855 1179 
221 X 431 1414 533 960 
251&339 1111 431 776 
2504284 885 368 882 
249 X 175 574 296 532 

















































RNGLE TO INLET 
120 
II 
140 160 180 
c' 08/18/75 ; 
5R268600!.. 79 HIIRr . 
80 
V CORE = 491 M/S
V CORE =1612 FT/S
T CORE = 814 DEG K 
T CORE =1486 fDEG R 
El El [ El E 
OBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
] ID El ED [1 
Z WzM 845 2772 1088 19582,5 (0 4e5 1590 5e2 1047 
2s4 A 297 974 404 727 
PT M/S n'/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
f7.'0 C)0,0 C) CD CD) 0 




1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG
so so 125 200 315 Soo 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 P 
08/13/75





V CORE = 491 t/S 
V CORE =1612 FT/S
T CORE = 814 DEG K 
T CORE =1466 DEG R 
Eww 
DBTF CONFtO. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY - TEMP. EFFECT 
649 H. S.L. 338 11. iLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
ZSZ M 845 2771 10M 19503 CD486 5W 602 10 47 
4A 297 974 404 727 












so 80 125 200 315 Soo 800 1250 2000 
113 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 6000 
08/13/75






V CORE = 424 M/ 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
M] MW W M 
(17 ) Q 
Ai A A A 
w 
D 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
] [] [w[] 
0 (]D o Q)cD 




Pt m/s ft/s 0 K 0 R 
25 3 2799 1103 1988 
224 0 741 2432 924 1664 
223L650 2132 801 1442 
222 + 539 1768 655 1179 
221 X 431 1414 533 980 
251C339 1111 431 776 
2504p.264 865 368 662 









3 0I I I I I I I I I I I I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 600 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
08/18/75
 
8R286-.l1 7q RIIRCH A.
 
0 V CORE = 551 M/S 
VO2r6V CORE =1809KT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 H. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
Z55 0 817 2880 1043 1878 
D 552 1810 805 1197 
257 A 3s3 10e 437 787 























ERPRR-nMl 7q RIIRIro 
V CORE = 551 N/S 
V CORE =1809 FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEG R 











2128 FT. S.L. 
2 SPL SPECTRA 
TEMP EFFECT 
338 M. RLT.1110 FT. ALT. 
(D 
so 8o 125 200 315 Soo 800 1250 2000 






2551 817 2580 1043 1878 
Z7 0.5 s 10 417 77A 331 1006 437 787
 













90 V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY +,TEMP. EFFECT 
849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 





VFan T'Fa n 
m/s ft/s 0 K 0 R 
2799 1103 198643 9 1 16 
741 2432 924 1664 










+ + + 




















222 + 539 1768 
X 431 1414 
251K>339 1111 
2502T, 264 865 

















50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 









V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
[2510339 
[i [] ! (D Q 
DBTF CONFID. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. 6.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
[]249 
VFan TFan 
pt m/s ft/s 0 K C R 
225 E853 2799 1103 1986 
224 0741 2432 924 1664 
2235650 2132 801 1442 
222 + 539 1768 655 1179 
221 X 431 1414 533 960 
1111 431 776 
2504:264 865 368 662 
Z 175 574 296 532 
-8O 
i 
A A aA 




o X +N 
so 
so so 125 200 315 500 800 1260 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
08/18/75
SR266-001 79 BURCH A.
 
100 V CORE = 551 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 2, SPL,SPECTRfCORE 25 25 M017 288D1043 1876 5 2 lel 886 1197 
CORE =1809 FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1461 DEC R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 N. S.L. 338 M. RLTa 


















50 80 125 200 315, 500 o00 1250 2000 3150 5000 -8000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQO HZ 130 DEG 
SR2868=001 79 BUJR .
 -08718/76 
V CORE = 611 M/S 
V CORE =2004 FT/S 
T CORE = 811 DEG K 
T CORE =1460 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY .+ TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 


























V CORE = 611 M/S 
V CORE =2004 FT/S
T CORE = 811 DES K 
T CORE =1460 DEGR 
1 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 


























I I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
I I 
3150 5000 8000 
08/13/75






V CORE = 611 M/S 
V CORE =2004 FT/S 
T CORE = 811 DES K 
T CORE =1460 DEC R 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
253 M 762 24SO"25oV 
Ao A. 388 1202 
P M/S FT/S 
/FT/ 















so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG­
3150 5000 8000 
08/13/7/5

5R032-001 79 BURCH A.
 
90 V CORE = 422 M/S 229 
V CORE 88 DET/K 225 
T CORE = 808 DEG R 221 
CORE=1454 DEG Rj 
V CORE = 425 N/S , 
V CORE = 1395 FT/S 231 
STCORE = 553 DEGK I229 
* CORE = 995 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIS. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
2X2.5" mes 2799 0131442 
G2( 850 2132 801 1442 
A1431 214 3 90 
230 + 46 792 1982)(0848 21192119 792 1425 
z29 -b 431 1415 520 951 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
T 
Fan Fan 

































V CORE = 422 M/S 229 
V CORE =1385 FT/S 223 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 223 
T CORE =1454 DEG R)} 2 
801 Bi 
DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
9-212128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
pq]a gd Bi 
2s e0 o6103O 1442 
221 A 431 1414 533 960 
231 + 845 2773 LO90 1982 
230C 846 2119 792 1425Z9 * 431 1415 528 951 





















50 80 125 200 
I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










5R032-001 79 BURCH A.
 
100V DBTF CONFIG. 2 SPL SPECTRR 2ZSr M 853 279S 1103 19es 
V CORE = 422 M/ I 225 223 850 2132 801 1442 
V CORE =1385 FT/S 22- VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 221 A 431 1414 533 980223 338 M. RLT. 845 2773 198T CORE = 808 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 21+ 190X 648 2119 792 1425T COE 22=454DEG21Z*30 
CORE =1454 DES R 221 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. Z29 ; 431 141S 528 951 
V CORE = 425 M/s 2 PT %/S FT/S OK OR 
V CORE = 1395 rT/s 230 VF
 
90 "T CORE - 553 DEGK an Fan
 





40 -+ I - - -fI - - I* I I I I I I I I I I - I -- -- - -­
50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 5150 5000 8000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ . HZ 130 DES 
05/13/75





V CORE = 308 I/S 
V CORE =1012 FT/S
CORE = 309 DEG K 
T CORE = 556 DEG R 
DBTF CONFI. 3 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PfL SPECTRA 
a057 29 814 2016 
0S (D458 1604 
33± A 384 1269 
30 + 301 900 

































I---*---- I---I---t-- I I I I -­+-
315 500 800 1250 2000 








5R960-001 79 BURCH A.
 
180 - V CORE = 335 M/S OBTF CONFIS. 3 0 M6 9 21 4 0 9 1 7Si0 (i889 194 69 L414 
3cC G 5(00 1041 698 1077 
V CORE =1099 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 36A 331 10e7 424 783 
T CORE = 42q DEG K 1/3 06 PWL SPECTRA 






160. 8 0 
ED M E Q 
M 03ME (D~ m 
Q) 






120 1 - I -- - -F- - - - --- ---- t-- -- -­+ .- -- F+-- 4---- -- 4I---- - -­- -4- -- - - - - -
s0 80 125 200 313 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 






180. V CORE = 366 M/S DOBTF CONFrOG 3 3 13 ) 5247 1723 857 1182
zi m72--z i is 
V CORE =1200 FT/S VELOCITY i- TEMP. EFFECT 311 A 382 1188 453 818 
T CORE = 554 OEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 346o + ZZS 731 379 883 




























V CORE = 396 M/S 
CORE =1299 FT/S
T CORE = 682 DEG K 
T CORE =1227 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIO. 3 
VELOCITY +'TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR 
-341M794206 
3Z0 (D 785 2575318 A 893 1946 
316 + 394 1Z93 
PT M/S FT/S 
VFan 
692 1988 

























50 80 125 200, 315 500 ,800 IZ-5O 000 
1/30OB CENTER FREQUENCY- H;Z 





V CORE = 423 M/S 
V CORE =1387 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
DBTF CONFI.' 3 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 GB PWL SPECTRA 
3z M 850 2700 1099 19781833 841 2103 781 1405 
32. A 423 18 512 922 
3. + 339 1111 432 770 
3 X 172 5683 298 537 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
160-

































I .I II I I i i i 
315 500 800 1250 20001/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
I - - --­ -­ --­
3150 5000 




5R960-001 79 BURCH R­
V CORE = 313 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 3 305 M64 21 7461349 
V CORE =1026 FT/S
T CORE = 316 DEG K 
T CORE = 589 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
-1/3 B PWL SPECTRA 
*334 0 8o8 1909 










50 so In5 zoo 315 500 800 1260 '000 
1/30OB CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
08/13/75
5R950-001 79 8URC R. 
170" 
ISO-~V CORE = 336 M/S 
V CORE =1103 FT/S
T CORE = 429 DEG K 
T CORE = 773 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR 
8375672215
Ioo 6 069 2194 
36 A 504 1852
BoS + 500 1841 
PT M/S FT/S 
VFan 






























-4--f--120- I I I I I I I I I I -.--- ,-----4-----F---------+ 
50 
 80 125 200 315 500 600 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 








V CORE = 308 M/S 
V CORE =1012 FT/S 
T CORE = 309 DEG K 
T CORE = 5565 DEG R 
100" 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
ORSPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
306 21 814 101 549 1349 
305, G 458 1504 559 1007 
33ZA 304 1258 404 728 
301 + 301 980 393 7o2+"3 X 247 e10 380 883 
542e 170 559 298 638 

















5j0 22I A I 
20 40 s0 80 100 
RMGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
~08/13/76
 
5R960-001 79 8URCfS ­6 
110 V CORE = 335 M/ 
V CORE,=1099 FT/S
T CORE = 429 DEG K 
T CORE = 773 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
OASPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. RLT. 
j ]C 889 2194 Big 
306 A 31 1087 494 






90 0 3 0l 
E] [] '2 [ 





20 40 s0 80 100 120 140 160 18 -55 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75

5RSO-O01 79 BURCH R.
 
110 V CORE = 366 M/S DBTF CONFIS. 3 ORSPL VS ANOLE 315 il 732 2402 910 1852 
.313 '0 547 1793 857 1182V CORE =1200 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 3l A 36Z 1188 453 818 
T CORE = 554 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 346 + ?23 731 379 883 





ID 22 0 C fC 
80 ED* 2 
A + 
70 + 
20 40 60 so 100 120 140 160 180
 
ANGLE TO INLET ­
5R960-00179 
 BUR Q .~ 
100-
V CORE = 396 M/S 
V CORE =1299 FT/S
T CORE = 682 DEG K 
T CORE =1227 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 3 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 






2Q 794 280 1Q92 198 
0 785 2575 994 1789 
A 593 1945 718 1292 
+ 394 1293 487 077 
M/S FT/s K R 
VFan TFan 

























so 20~~~~~ 01012 4 4066 s ~~ 
60tiI204 0s I00 
ANGLE TO INLET 
I120 I140 160 180 
08/13/75

5R960-001 79 BURCH A. 
V CORE = 423 M/S 
CORE =1387 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DES K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
10O" 
DBTF CONFIG., 3 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY +,2TEMP EFFECT 
'649 M. S.L. 338 N. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
375 Q 850 2786 1099 1978 
3 3 0 641 2103 701 1406 
329 A 423 1387 512 922 
asl + 339 1111 432 778 
349 X 172 563 zM8 537 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan T Fan 


























V CORE = 313 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 3 ORSPL VS ANGLE SOS ( 614 L989 749 1349 
V CORE =1026 FT/S 
T CORE = 316 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SL. 338 M. ALT. PT M/S FT/S 0K OR 









20 40 60 8o 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75
6R960-001 79 BURCH A­
V CORE = 336 M/S 
V CORE =1lO3 FT/S 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
,
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
337 0 675 L 
to 889 2194 
5 04 1852 




= 429 DEG K 
= 773 DEG R 
649 M. S.L., 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
3oS + 500 1641 
pT M/S F-T/S 
598 1077 






A A A+ + + + 
B 
cr 0 + + 






50- I iI I I 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 






V CORE = 423 M/S 
V CORE =1387 FT/S
T CORE = 806 BEG K 
T CORE =1451 DES R 
DBTF CONFI. 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
3 PNL VS RNGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. RLT. 
23 0 041 2103 
3Z1 A 423 1387 
361 + 339 1111 
349 X 172 583 


































Go 8o 100 
RNGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 
" 
lsoc 
08/13/755R960-001 79 BURCH R. 
90 
80 
V CORE = 423 M/S 
V CORE =1387 FT/S 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP., EFFECT 
649 M. S.L.- 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
3Z6 M 60 2788 1099 1970 
32 6 41 2108 701 1405321 A 423 1387 512 922 
361 + 339 1111 432 778 
349 X 172 583 290 537 





























I I I -+----+- I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 








5R960-001 79 BURCA. 
80 
V CORE = 423 M/S 
V CORE =1387 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
o[o 
OBTF CONFIG. 3 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
O 0eoe[] 
325 M 850 2788 1099 1978 
Z3 ( 841 2103 781 1406 
9ZS A 423 1307 612 922 
351 + 339 I111 432 778 
349 XI 172 53 298 537 













50 80 125 200 
I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 













V CORE = 423 M/S 
V CORE =1387 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 3 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
3z5 m 800 270 1099 1978 
33 841 2103 781 1405 
3ZAA 423 1387 512 922 
1 + 339 1111 432 778 
349 X 172 503 240 537 























I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










5R950-O01 79 BURC~q •
 
170 -V CORE = 304 M/S 
CORE = 998 FT/S
T CORE = 301 DEG KT CORE = 542 DEG R 
160" 
OBTF CONFIG. 4 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR 
0 1 0 2 7 3 1 64o3 4815 202 76 130  
4 (S 459 1508 559 1008 
4_2 A 383 1258 401 722 
401 + 04 070 358 718443 X 24 8 so7 36s 846 442-0 174 571 315 587 






























I I I I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










5R959-00 1 79 BURCH R
 
10V CORE = 336 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 4 10o me 4 18500, 108810M888 2191 817 1471 
V CORE =1101 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 406A 8 1102 480 774 

















50 80 125 200 315 5QO 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 







170 V CORE 364 M/S
V CORE =1194 FT/S 

T CORE = 551 DEG K 
T CORE = 991 DEG R 
160­
in00 vu ] In 
0 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 

VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 





















50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
-115 M 732 240 
413 0 650 18 g
4A s8110

+ 219 719 


























5R552-001 79 BURCH A. 
°V CORE = 398 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 441 t'0790 2 9 1ost 1948 
V CORE =1306 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 410 A'S9 1939 716 1288 
T CORE = 684 DEG K 1/3 08 PJL SPECTRR 416 + 398 1300 490 882 
































I I I I I I I , I I -, 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










CORE= 425 N/S 
V CORE =1394 FT/S
CORE = 808 DES K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
170 " 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 
4Zf M 049 2780 1083 19883 ! 8 3 109 7 6 413 
41 A 428 1397 518 933 
451 + 13 5L89 43 77 
449 X 173 589 313 563 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
IO ( ! (D ED 0WWWWWW0 m 
w"150.•x 
'AAL 








50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
3150 5000 8000 C 
08/13/75
 
5R959-001 79 BURCH A.
 
*80 V CORE = 310 M/S DBTF CONFIGe 4 405m B 202Z 763 136 
V CORE =1016 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP,. EFFECT 434 G 808 1988 648 1167 
T CORE = 313 DEG K 173 OB PWL SPECTRR PT M/S FT/S 9K OR-









125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 




















+ TEMP. EFFECT 
PWL SPECTRR 405 A.504 1653 436 + 608 1849 











A A A AL AL A + 
Lu + 
C3 
Z 140. AL A 
I'800 
1301 
50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 0 




 79 BURCH R.
 
170-
V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1616 FT/S
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
El 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 





El 849 27e 1093 L988 
0D 490 108 593 108 
A Z9 957 391 703 




















50 80 125 200 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 








5R959-001 79 BUR4W •
 
190 V CORE 458 M/S 
V CORE =1797 FT/S 
J CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 08 PWL SPECTRA 
Tr 
455 M018 2833 1047 1884 
- 456( 554 1819 874 1214 
6t7 A 83N 1076 431 775 
n/sn/s K FRVFan TFan 
180. 
El 





A ® [] 
AL AA 
A , ! 





50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 




5R552-001 79 BURCH A.
 
190-V CORE 612 M/ DBTF CONFIG. 4 4 19 759 2490 964 1710V COE =612 /S STF459 -0 ( 16 2010 748 1340 
V CORE =2008 FT/S VELOCITY *+ TEMP. EFFECT 460 A 372 1219 472 SO 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR
 










50 80 125 
I I 
200 
I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 












110M og M18 2022 763 1358 
V CORE = M/L CONFIG. 4 OfSPL 50 459 15068 559 1008304 IBTF VS ANGLE 
V CORE = 998 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT A32 A 383 1250 401 722 
T CORE = 301 DEG K 649 M. 8.L. 338 M. ALT. 40 + 304 107 38 716 
T CORE = 542 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. '44t 4 174 571 315 587 




m El 9 
a] 8o (D (D]co80 In CD A A, 0 















5R959-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 336 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 4 ORSPL VS ANGLE 41O M 88fl 817 14710 504 18 84 08
 
4 53 1O 0431077V CORE =1101 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
849 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT.
 T CORE = 431 DEG K 

























RNGLE TO INLET 
I 





110 V CORE = 364 M/S 
V CORE =1194 FT/S
T CORE = 551 DEG K 
T CORE = 991 DES R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
ORSPL VS RNGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. RLT. 
1110 FT. RLT. 
410 r 732 2400 
4,3 e 50 1803 
411 A 388 1tOO 
446+219 719 







90 [] [] 
ai m 
,-' Q] (D () 
a] 








20 40 60 80 100ANG}LE TO INLET 120 140 160 180 .0c; 
08/20/75
5R552-001 79 BURCH A. 
100-
V CORE = 398 M/S 
V CORE =1306 FT/S
T CORE = 684 DEG 'K 
T CORE =1232 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + 'TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M- S'L. 338 M.'ALT. 





786 2592 101 1946 
A 591 1939 718 1288 
+ $SO 1300 490 88Z 
































20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 
1 8 0 
180 
08/20/755R552-001 79 BURC. 



















= 808 DEG K 







DBTF 	 CONFIG. 4 "OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. 8.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 








A4ZS M849 z7eB 
4z3 C 843 2109 
1261 A 428 1397 
+ 338 	liI 
4 49 	 X 173 589 




















08/13/755R959-001 	 79 BURCH A.
 
110 -4V CORE = 310 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 4 1 E 810 202OZ 7 3 1 0OASPL VS ANGLE 4s0 8  753 1358
 
V CORE =1016 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 434 8os 188 848 1187
T CORE = 313 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. PT M/S FT/S OK OR 


















-A ~ 08/13/75 
_5R959-001 79 8URCJ.
 
V CORE = 336 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 4 ORSPL VS ANGLE 437 Q 077 2221 937 18 
lo tD 688 2191 017 1471 
V CORE =1104 FT/S 
T CORE = 431 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 








moT + + [ 
AL q3 






260 80 100 120 140 IO I 
ANGLE TO INLET Z 
08/13/75
 
5R959-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120 -V CORE = 493 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 4 OASPL VS ANGLE ,2 M0 9 20453 a) 490j 10g 0 3 1 8910 
V CORE =181B FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
464 A 292 957 










80 8D A 
70 
60 
2'0 4'0 s0 s0 100 120 140 180 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75
5R959-001, 79 BURc9. 
V CORE = 458 M/S 
V CORE =1797 FT/S 
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 4 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
mS168(9 654 11 10474 1214 
.T7qA 320 1078 431 775 
PT M/S FT/S 0 K FRVFan Than 
I110 
























5R552-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120- V CORE = 612 M/S 
V CORE =2008 FT/s

T CORE = 810 DEG K 


















DBTF CONFIG. 4 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 

649 M. S.L. 338 I. ALT. 




] 89 AL 
mm( 
I I 




46S 0 759 2490 954 1718 
4-6 0815 2018 740 1348 
460 A 372 1219 472 850 










120 V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1394 FT/S

T CORE = 808 DEG K 











20 40 60 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 










ZS0 849 2788 1093 1988U3 S 843 2109 76 1413 
411 A 428 1397 618 933 
451 + 339 1111 432 777 
449X 173 588 313 683 








5R552-001 79 BURCH A. 
180 
120 V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1616 FT/S
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 4 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
452 M 849 27W1093 1988 
4S 0 490 1806 693 108s 
454 292 957 391 703 
PT M/S FT/S OK R 
VFan TFan 
0 




20 40 60 so 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 




 79 8URCW .
 
120 V CORE = 458 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 4 PNL VS ANGLE .455 g18 2g53 1047 L084456 M 654 1ISM 674 1214V CORE =1797 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 467A 328 1070 431 776
T CORE = 813 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.







00 -n El V3 
In l) a)EID0 0AL E 
AA 
El AA Q) 








60 i I I I I i 1
20 40 







 79 BURCH A. 
120 V CORE = 612 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 4 PNL VS RNGLE 458 M 759 2490 954 1718 
CORE 2008 T/S ( 815 2DlS 748 1348V CORE =2008 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT A 372 1219 472 850 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 649 MI. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
 











20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
08/13/75
 
5R959-001 79 BURC . 
80 
C3 
V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1394 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1456 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
4z W 849 76 IO97 141342.3 0 843 2109 G 1413 
42! 6 428 1397 516 933 
451 + 339 111 432 777 
449 X 173 59 313 583 
























so s0 125 200 
A 
315 500 800 1250 2000 







5R959-001 79 BURCH A. 
CORE 425 4 41.3 (9 43 2109 78, 1413so V = N/S -DBTF CONFIG. SPL SPECTRA 26 m.8 9 7e 1093 lgee 
V CORE =1394 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP- EFFECT 4t1 A 428 1397 518 933 
T CORE =-808 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 451 + 339 1111 432 777 449 X 173 589 313 683.T CORE =1455 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT., ALT. 

PT M/S FI/S OK OR 
P80 ED D E] ] Ej (B [D [n VFan TFan 
o C C
-- 3 CD ) 0 ( C) Q) ( (D 0 Q (D (0 m 
>. x ® 
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50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 





5R959-001 79 BUR f4.W 
100. 
90 
V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1394 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIO. 
VELOCITY,+ 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
4 SPL SPECTRA 
TEMP,. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 














50 400 + 
so BO 120 200 315 Soo Soo 1250 2000




4z5 0 849 2708 1093 1988 
3 843 2109 785 1413 
7, A 428 1397 51 933 
461 + 339 1111 432 777 
449 X 173 '589 313 583 






V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1618 FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 'M.S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
452 10 849 278 1093 1988 
453 ( 490 16 8 6957103 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 













V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1616 FT/S
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
In a3 
OBTF CONFIO. 4 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L- 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
W0 EmW I [ n 
45tM0849 2788 1093 1968 
,5 G 490 io 593 10844 A 292 957 391 703 












0 50 8 0 125 2 00 3 15 50Go Sao0 125 2000 3150 5000 8000
1/3 B CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG­
_08/13/7579BRHA
 












V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1616 FT/S 
T CORE = 812 DEG K 
T CORE =1462 DEG R 
El In El 
E 
OBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA-
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
52 M84S 2768 1093 1968 
~53 0 490 1603 593 1089464 A 292 957 391 703 








50 so 126 200 316 500 600 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQ. 
1250 2000 
HZ 130 DEG 





V CORE = 458 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 455 M 818 2883 1047 1884456 0 54 119 74 1214V CORE =1797 FT/s VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
 A 281076 431 775
849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
T CORE = 813 DEG K 








80 0 EDQ 
too 




x® A E 
40A 
113 OOCNERFD.HZ5 E 
300 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREG. HZ 50 DEG 
08/13/75

5R959-001 79 BURCH A­
V CORE = 458 M/S 
V CORE =1797 FT/S
T CORE = 813 OEG K 
T CORE :1463 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 I. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
wMi1 2883 1047 1884456 554 1819 674 1214 
f7 A. 328 1070 431 775 
PT MIS FT/S K OR 
80 In 3 ED[m [F [ [ [ [ an TFan 

















so 80 125 200 315 Soo 800 1250 2000 
1/3 O8 CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 BEG 






V CORE = 458 M/S 
V CORE =1797 FT/S 
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
9a] 
( [9 
OBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY '+ TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
46 0 819 26O3 1047 1884 
4St G b64 1e19 874 1214 
.41 A 328 107S 431 775 
PT MIS FT/S OK 0 R 
VFan TFan 
C3 
LU80 0 ( 
Lu 
mA 









50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
08/13/75

5RS59-001 79 BURCH A.
 
80 
V CORE = 612 M/S 
V CORE =2008 FT/S
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
E] I 
o9W 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
453 I 159 2490 
,&4 0 815 LOIS460 372 1Z1 
















40 1/0BCETE RE. 0 E e (D 
E0 
s0 80 125 200 315 500 800 
1/3 08 CENTER FREO. 
1250 2000 
HZ 50 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
N- 08/13/75 7 U~
 
o 
V CORE = 612 M/S 
V CORE =2008 FT/S 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
A 
(D®E 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
(D[90 0 
455 W 759 2400459 0 815 2018 
460 A 372 1218 
PT M/S FT/S 
nFan 




















315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
08/13/75 
5R959-001 79 BURCH A. 
110 
100" 
V CORE = 612 M/S 
V CORE =2008 FT/S
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 4 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
468 if 759 2490 
459 0 815 2010 
46o A 372 1219 



























125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 







.5R959-001 '79 BURca •
 











297 DEG K 
534 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 5 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA 
60 E14 201 
603 G 46 201 
532 A 382 1252 
K01+ 4 997 
54- * 175 574 









160m03 [] 0] E9 E0 inEl[ 
w 15- in][ [ ][ ][ 0 oG ( (D 0 
-XW 
S AO A,( 0 
13A
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= 426 DEG K 
= 766 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIO., 5 
-VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PL SPECTRA 
10 19 670 2198 823 149150o0 495 1062 587 106 
£o A 429 1001 417 761 


























so 8b 125 200 315 500 800 1250A/30B CENTER FREQUENCY 2000HZ 3150 5000 8000 







= 366 M/S 
V~~~~~~lCOR 
=1202 FT/S 
= 553 DEG K 
= 996 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIC. 6 
=10 TS 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 GB PWL SPECTRR 
015M718 1568 
1 93 1916 
511 A 362 1188 
s4 + 220 72Z 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 









 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 399 M/S. DBTFCONFIG. 5 (41 Q 74205 1091 183 
V CORE =1310 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 51o A 795 1 7Z3 1302 
T CORE = 679 DEG K 1/3 05 PWL SPECTRR S16 + 397 102 4 077 







































I I I I : I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 










B3 79 BURC op.
 
1800 M 840 0 2778 t091 1983 
V CORE = 426 M/S OBTE CONF 10. 5 62e 8D37 2091 775 1397 
V CORE =1395 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT g2-I A 421 1381 509 918
 
T CORE = 804 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 551 + 38 117 427 73 649 X 170 677 298 637T CORE =1447 DEG R 




._D" (DC D D a 
,,, ,, *o ,,1 (9 (D 
150- -, A, ,4. ,, 
"5 
*_-XXA + + + + 






12 0 : I I I! I I I !I iI I I I I I I­
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 500 8000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
908/13/75

5R947-00. 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 30B M/S DBTF CONFIG. 5 £o0r E 814 214 748 t14 
V CORE =1012 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT s)40 507 199± 850 170 
T CORE = 304 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA PT I/S FT/S OK OR 
T CORE = 548 DEG R VFan TFan 
170"
 













I I I I I I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 








SR947-001 7 9 BUR&A-R 
V CORE = 335 M/S
CORE =1100 FT/S 
DBTF CONFIC. 5 







T CORE = 426 DEG K 
T CORE = 766 DEG R 
1/3 08 PWL SPECTRA 536 + 496 1828 








w~ 47A +AA A++ A 
+ + + A 
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I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 






1 08/13/75i 5R947-001 79 BURCH A. 
110 V CORE = 303 N/S DBTF CONFIG. 5 OASPL VS ANGLE 0GM 814 2014 746 134353a 0 450 15oL s667 1002 
V CORE = 993 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 53A 362 1262 396 713 
39 
T CORE = 534 DEG R 2128 FT. 6.L. 1110 FT. ALT. s5+z , 176 574 22 525 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. o + 94 850 716T CORE = 297 DEG K S4 X 243 7 7 353 836 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
100" 














60 I I I I II 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 







V CORE = 334 M/S 
V CORE =1096 FT/S 
T CORE = 428 DEG K 
T CORE = 766 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 5 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. .L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
SO M 870 Zi9 823 1461 
SO$ D 495 1625 587 1058 
506 A 329 1001 417 761 
























20 40 60 80 t00 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 1602)1 
08/13/75
 
5R947-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V 
SISO 728 3819 987 1835V CORE = 366 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 5 ORSPL VS ANSLE 

5-,A 382 11eS 447 805 V CORE =1202 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SL. 338 M. RLT. 546+ 220 722 359 847 T CORE = 553 DES K iT"M/S FT/S K R2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT.








( CD9E 0[ 
-.80 w In A A+±+ A+ 4 
,+ 
CD A + + 
70 + 
60 
20 5 0III 40 60 60 I I100 










OASPL VS ANGLE 4 794 2801 1091 1983110 V CORE = 399 M/S DBTF CONPIG. 5 0784 2578 993 178 
784i6V CORE =1310 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 58 A 595 73 1802 
T CORE = 679 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. S16 + 387 101 487 077 
T CORE =1223 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. pT M/S FT/S OK OR 











20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120. 140, 160 180 
08/20/75
 
5R652-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 425 M/S DBTF CONFID. S ORSPL VS RNGLE D-T" 846 2778 10911963 
V CORE =1395 FT/S
T CORE = 804 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
0'SZ1 A 
551 + 
6D37 2091421 1381 
336 1102 
*770 1307509 918 
427 769 
T CORE =1447 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. liXOFT. ALT. Sr49 X 170 577 290 837 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
I VFan TFan 
90 V3 Q) ) 
m 
I90 




















ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/755R947-001 79 OUR 
V CORE 308 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 'S OASPL VS ANGLE 50SM 814 2014 748 1343 
V CORE =1012 FT/S
T CORE = 304 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
5340,807 1980 
pr M/S FT/S OK 
1170 
OR 







20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 10 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/13/75

5R947-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 335 M/S 
V CORE =1100 FT/S 
T CORE = 426 DEG K 
T CORE = 766 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 5 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
OASPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
336 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
El 870 2197 
.o0 A 496 
536 + 498 16 8 


















5R947-001 79 BURCH A.
 
110 
V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1395 FT/S
T CORE = 804 DEG K 
T CORE =1447 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIO. 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
5 PNL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M.' RLT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
LZS m646 77817o 1963 
Sz3 0 e7 to 1 730 13897 
521 A 421 1301 60 1a 
SS + 338 1102 427 89 
S+9 X 178 877 298 587 






















20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
08/20/76
5R552-001 79 BURCH A.
 
80 -I- 5 f M 8 8 2 7 0 1 1 6V CORE = 425 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 5 SPL SPECTRR I5 2 701 1 39(!) 847£3, 837 Z 1! 778 1397 
V CORE =1396 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 521 A 421 1381 509 SIB 
T CORE = 804 DEG K 649, . S.L. 338 Mr. ALT. 551 + 336 1102 427 769 
577 298 637T CORE =1447 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 549 X 170 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
70 70100 W(9w9 m [] [] [] VFan TFan 
>
-'W60 +A + + ( 
x + + 











I x El( 
20 I i I I I I I IH 
50 80 125 200 316 500 800 12-50 2000 3150 5000 8000 





go -	 25-0 86 2770 L091 1963 
90 	 V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 5 SPL SPECTRR zm 637 209 775 1397 
V CORE =1396 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 521 ^ 421 1381 500 818 
T CORE = 804 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 551 + 336 1102 427 769 298 	 372128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 549 X 176 77T CORE =1447 DEG R 
 PT M/S n/S 0 K OR 
VFan TFan
 










m X Am 
00 +0 
cnso + 
40 E0 A 
x 
+ 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
08/20/75

5RS52-001 79 BURCH R.
 
100 V CORE = 425 M/S 
V CORE =1395 FT/S 
T CORE = 804 OEG K 
T CORE =1447 DEG R 
90 
tn9Om mmH~ 
DBTF CONFIG. 5 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SiL. 338'M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
z25-m 848 2778 
0z83s2091e 
49 81 
£sI + 338 t=0 
£49 X 178 877 
PT M/S FT/S 
VFan 























50 80 125 200 315 6,00 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ.130 DEG 
X+ 
3150 5000 8000 
%3 08/20/75
5R552-001 79 BUR&AR 
170 CORE = 304 M!S OBTF CONFIG. 6 605 M 812 2009 744 1340603 M 454 1491 662 993 
V CORE = 999 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT (o32 A 379 1243 392 709 
T CORE = 302 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 601 + 300 983 388 89e 
3X 245 804 380 840T CORE = 643 DEG R 2 x170 858 289 521 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 







5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
170 V CORE = 332 M/S
V CORE =1088 FT/S
T CORE = 422 DEG K 
T CORE = 760 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG.' 6 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
113 OB PWL SPECTRA 
6o 01 49 219 
or6 A 825 1087 












A A AL A 
00 





so so 125 200 3 so 800 1250 2000 
1/30B CENTER FREAUENCY, HZ 











= 365 M/S 
=1198 FT/S 
= 553 DEG K 
= 996 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT
1/3 8 PWL SPECTRA 
615E 727 Z305 908 1830 
r,1 G 67 1629 879 1223 
CoI A 384 1193 461 812 
646 + 219 716 37L 868 
PT M/s rT/s OK OR 
VFan Fan 
m ID(9 ( 9 9 I 9[ 
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5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 396 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 	 64 M 785 2677 1087 1920 
r2o 0 765 2678 990 1790V CORE =1299 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 	 68 A 691 1939 711 120T CORE = 879 DEG K 1/3 OB PL SPECTRA 	 616 + 391 1263 479 883 




,,-) Aj +AL +A OOr
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130­
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5R921-001 79 BURC .
 
V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 6z6 842 2782 1079 1942 
V CORE =139 FT/S
T CORE = 803 DEC KT CORE =1446 DEC R 
VELOCITY 
1/3 OB 
+ TEMP. EFFECT 
PWL SPECTRR 
Co3 0 038 202 
o A 420 1379 
661S + 338 1103 
649 X 175 675 
774 1394507 912 
428 770 
292 62 
PT m/S FT/S OK OR 
170. VFan TFan 
In] 
ErLJnl l 
-D mm 0 
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 79 BURCH R­





= 305 DES K 
= 549 DEG R 
VELOCITY 
1/3 08 

































315 500 800 1260 2000 













V CORE = 332 M/S 
V CORE =1090 FT/S
T CORE = 424 DEG K 
T CORE = 763 DEG R 
DBTF CONFI-. 6 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 06 PWL SPECTRA 
6 o Q 689 2194 919 1479 
±08 A 495 1626 587 1067 
63a + 498 1835 464 917 
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so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3160 5000 BO0 
1/30OB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
~08/12/75
 
5R921-.001 79 BURCH A.
 
ISO 6 43 2M 1080 1944 
V CORE = 488 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 650 48 1800 593 1068 
V CORE =1601 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 654 A 294 94 391 703 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 1/3 08 PWL SPECTRR P N/S n/S OK OR 
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50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 




5R921-001 79 BUR* R.
 
190- 65Sf 0813 2888 1030 1084V CORE = 550 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 656 (0583 1813 oo 1203 
V CORE =1803 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT r57 A 32r 1088 417 760 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 1/3 08 PNL SPECTRR PT M/S PI/S OK OR 
T CORE =1452 DEG R YFan Tan 
180­
170" El ID 
-JIG - 0W 





so so 125 200 315 500 000 1250 20001/30B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 3150 5000 8000 
08/12/75

5R921';-001 79 BUIRCH A­
19 0 VCORE ='611 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 659 9 758 2479 945 1701 
CORE =2004 FT/S 669 0 518 2007 742 1335VELOCITY + TEMP.- EFFECT 660 A 384 1195 467 82z 
T CORE = 808 'DEGK 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 









5R921-001. 7-9 BURiR. 
110 V CORE = 304 M/S DBTF !CONFIG. 6 OASPL VS ANGLE 605 M 612 WOO 744 1340
 
603 0 464 1481 662 993
 
V CORE = 999 FT/S VELOCITY '+ TEMP. EFFECT 632 A 379 1243 392 706
 
T CORE = 302 DEG K 649 M. 6.L. 338 M. ALT. GOI + 300'903 300 898
 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 643. , 0458 29 0
T CORE = 543 DEG R 
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5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
110 V CORE = 332 M/S 
V CORE =1088 FT/S 
T CORE = 422 DEG K 
T CORE 760 DEG R 
100 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. 8.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
OASPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. RLT. 




0 88 2198 
495 1825A 326 1087 
N/S FT/SVFan 
6 1479 
58 1057411 739 
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-o BR921-001 79 BURCO •
708/12/75
 
110 V CORE = 365 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 6 OASPL VS ANGLE GI' ( 727 88509 13055D '7 1829 879 122Z3 
V CORE =1198 FT/S
T CORE = 553 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
611 A
r,46+ 304 1193 219 718 451371 812 808 
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 





5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 396 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 OASPL VS ANGLE 64I ,765 2577 1087 1920 
V CORE r1299 FT/S
T CORE = 679 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
















A+ + + 
A8A ,+ + 
++ 
00 8 A + + 
+ 
70 A + 
+ 
80 
50 I I I , I I 
20 40 80 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
.4% 
08/12/75 
R921-01, 79 BUR,3. 
110 .,2, 4 70 0 9 1 4
V CORE = 426 Il/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 ORSPL VS ANGLE 623 0 842 2762 1079 942
z2,0z 838 2082 7/74 1394, 
CORE =1396 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 6Z1 A 420 1379 507 912 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 61 + 338 1103 428 770 
r49 X 176 575 ZZ 628T CORE =1446 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 






70 +, 19 (9 In 
19 (D X 
60 Q 
O4060 80 100 120 140 160 180 -' 
ANGLE TO INLET 
N 08/12/755R921-O01 79 URCH A.
 
110 Y CORE = 307 M/S 
V CORE =1006 FT/S 
T CORE = 305 DEG K 
T CORE = 549 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 
VELOCITY 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
OASPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
6,0 
pT 
6012 209 744 
I87 1991 847 







ED m (Dm 
co (D 
666 
70 (D I- J.
 







 79 BURCW .
 
20 180 
110 V CORE = 332 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 OASPL VS ANGLE 610 m 889 2196 6zz 1479 
67 ( 809 Z194 919 1854V CORE =1090 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 6O6A 496 1025 587 1087 
T CORE = 424 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 I. ALT. (,3b +499 1635 464 817 












20 40 so 80 100 120 140 160 ISO
 
ANGLE TO INLET t 
08/12/75

5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120 V CORE = 488 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 ORSPL VS ANGLE 65% M 043 2787 1080 1944 
V CORE =1601 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 60654 A 48 294 1600 904 SWIM105 391 703 
T CORE 
T CORE 
= 803 DEG K 
1446 DEG R 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
338 M. ALT. 










20 40 60 s0 100 120 140 160 lea 





120 	 V CORE 550 M/S 

V CORE =1803 FT/S

T CORE = 807 DEG K 


















20 40 60 

OBTF CONFIG. 6 OASPC VS ANGLE 

VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 

649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
 








65 	 Mf813 2888 1038 1084 
fso0 	553 1813 age 1203 
6S7 	 A 325 1066 417 760 














5R921-001 	 79 BURCH A.
 
110 
94 1706 5.60 76 2407 742 1338120- DBTF CONFID . 6 OASPL VS ANGLE 669 0 818 200 V CORE = 611 M/S (6OA 384 1196 467 822EFFECT
VELOCITY +TEMP. 
V CORE =2004 FT/S 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
 T CORE = 808 DEG K P T M/S FT/S K 0°R 1110 FT. ALT.
2128 FT. S.L.















120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
"- 08/12/75
 79 BURC"- n
BR921-001 

V CORE = 426 M/S 
V CORE =1396 FT/S
T CORE = 803 DEG K 
T CORE =1446 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 6.L. 336 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
6Z M 64Z 278Z 1079 1942 
Ga- D 838 2092 774 13946z2 A 420 1379 607 91Z 
65i + 336 1L03 42 770 
&q9 X 1756 8 292 628 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
10 vFan TFan 
m 0 0 03[ 
9n (D 0n 
C3 Q A + i 






56 I I I I I p 
20 40 6 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/12/75
 
5R921-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE 
V CORE = 488 M/S=1601 FT/S OBTF CONFIG. VELOCITY + 8 PNL VS ANGLE TEMP. EFFECT 6S2 08 43 2767 GSJ. 0 408 WOO0653 A 84 104 100 1944 693 10883  703 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 
T CORE =1446 DEG R 
649 M. 5.L. 
2128 FT. 5.L. 
336 M. ALT.1110 FT. ALT. PT M/S rT/s OK OR 
100- 0l 0][ [ VFan0] TFan 
90 
C3 










60 80 1100 
ANGLE TO INLET 





V CORE = 550 M/6 
V CORE =1803 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =142 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 6 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
6s5 M813 8zo 1038 1884 
COG = 663 1813 BOB 1203 
GS? A 326 1oO 417 760 
PT N/S F'/S OK OR 























40 60 80 
-
100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 
-
160 180 Rv 
08/12/75

5R921-001 79 BURCH R.
 
120 V CORE = 611 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 PNL VS ANGLE 68 IM768 2479 945 1701 
659 6 2007 742 133518 
V CORE =2004 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 6A 354 1196 467 822 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. pT n/S P/s OK OR 






























V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 625 M 842 278Z 1079 1942 
CE=9-65838 2092 774 1394 
V CORE =1396 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT ozl A 420 1379 507 912 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 336 M. RLT. 4 + 338 1103 428 770 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 49 X 176 575 292 520
T CORE =1446 DEG R 
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V CORE = 426 M/S 
CORE =1396 FT/S 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 
T CORE =1446 DES R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
V C =23 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
W2M 842 2762 1079 1942 
( 838 2092 774 1394 
&ZI A 420 1379 507 912 
651 + 336 1103 428 770 
G49X 175 576 292 628 











Wo 4K AA 
0 
so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000








V CORE 426 M/S 
V CORE =,1396 FT/S
T CORE = 803 DEG K 
T CORE =1446 DEG R 
-
OBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY.+ TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SL. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L, 1110 FT. ALT. 
Zs 1 84z 2782 17 1942 
03 830 209Z 774 t394 
6Z) A 420 1379 607 912 
651 + 338 1103 428 770 
64-9X 175 575 292 528 























80 126 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 
































V CORE = 488 M/S 
V CORE =1601 FT/S 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 
T CORE =1446 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIC-. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
Mt 8348 1080 93 10405( 488'1800' 5 88 
6S4 A 294 964 391 703 
/












() AL ( Q 
50 80 125 200 
l I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 











90 V CORE = 488 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
V CORE =1601 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
T CORE = 803 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
T CORE =1446 DEC R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
0SO El [D El [D M E ] E, ] ED [D [] 















80 125 200 315 500 600 1250 2000 





6SZ M 83 278 10o 1944 
6 Z4 708CD 400







3160 5000 8000 
SR94-00179 BURCH A.
 
100 - V CORE = 488 M/S 
V CORE =1601 FT/S
T CORE = 803 DEG K 




649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
6 SPL SPECTRA 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. RLT. 
1110 FT. RLT. 
o 2 M 0 3 2 6 0 0 1 4652 0 8480 277 1080 1940 488 1800 593 108 
6S4A 294 984 391 703 
















I I i I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 







08/13/75,,R947-0-0 79 BUR . 
V CORE = 550 M/S 
V CORE =1803 FT/S
T CORE = 807 DEC K 
T CORE =1452 DES R 
OBTF CONFIO. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
80 -
B00 



















CSC 1813 81 1e8 1264 656 0 553 1813 868 1203 
Q57A 325 1065 417 750 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 






sU V CORE = 550 MIS 
V CORE =1803 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1452 DEG R 
DBTF-CONFIG., 6, SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. 6.L. 1110 FT. LT. 
450 613z2o 66803E 4 
GS6 0 663 1813 868 LaOS 
G7A 325 106 417 760 
p M/S FT/S 0K- OR 
VFan T an 
80 
mm 

















50 80 125 200 315 Bo0 800 1250 20001/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ'90 DED 3150 5000 8000 
7 UC08/13/75

5R947-001, 79 BURC 
100 V CORE = 560 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA CS-M B13 2808 L036 104CORE=183 FTS G6 053 1913 800 1.203V CORE =1803 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT a-'-& 3±6 1088 417 750 
T CORE = 807 DEO K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.

T CORE =1452 DEO R 2128 FT. .L. 1110 FT. ALT. P M/S F/s K FRVFan TFan 
90 ED[ 03 Vg 
90 0 





uj] 3000 A 




so so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 315'S 5600 8000 





90 V CORE = 611 M/S 
V CORE =2004 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 N. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
6690 82479 942 1701 
oA 384 1196 467 02 
PT M/S r/s OK OR 


























500 800 1260 2000 
CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
3150 5000- 8000 
08/13/75 
5R947-001 79 BUR( . 
80 
9 V CORE = 611 M/S
V CORE =2004 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
























s0 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 1*3 GB CENTER FREQ. HIZ 90 DEG 
3150 500 80 
08/13/75RPOA7..nni 79 BURCH A­
05 
110 V CORE = 611 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 6 SPL SPECTRA 66S8 M76 2479 945 1701 
CORE =2004 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
V 618EZOO? 742 1336 
C6o A 364 1L95 457 822 
PT M/S FT/S OK ORf 














so25 80 20 316 So 800 1260 
----- -
000 96 0080 
1m 




1R4700 79 BUR* .
 
V CORE = 293 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 703 C9 41 53 978g 
V CORE = 960 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 701 A 295 989 392 706 
24' 372T CORE = 282 DEG K 1/3 GB PWL SPECTRA 435+ 798 689 
,Z 18O 525 281 08T CORE = 607 DEG R 

PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
170" VFan TFan 
160- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0[][]0 [][00 ][][] n 
03 19 ugm m 
10
 
LI so -ALC 
0 " + A AL C) 





120* 1 a I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1260 2000 5000
3150 8000
 




5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
17Z 0-Vpan F M/S FT/S oK oR TFan 
COR = 60E / EP FET'* 0 84als 
160 , 










so0 80 125 200 315 SOO 800 126U 200o Siso 5o0 8000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
7R682-003
79 13UR*. 
190 V CORE = 397 M/S OBTF CONFIG. '7 M01 788 2584 10 137 
V CORE =1302 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT -,S A 598 1983 730 1314 
T CORE = 681 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 716 + 387 1304 488 878 






























315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
08/19/75
 
5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
190 CORE = 492 M/8 BTF CONFI8. 7 7CO M847 2778 1011 1844F 403 1585 
603 10So
V CORE =1614 FT/S VELfCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 754a 292 952 392T CORE - 810 DEG K 1/3 06 PWL SPECTRA 708 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
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V CORE = 554 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 -55 e02 2ee 





V CORE =1816 FT/S
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 08 PWL SPECTRR 
7S* 
PT 
328 1089 427 788 
M/S FT/S OK OR 
VFan TFan 
180­
19 ( ( (D (D) In I 
70, a] "1 A (D) cu w 
160 A AL (D ,AL V 
,(D( ( 
co 
CL AL ( 





so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1260 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
4., 08/19/75 
5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
190 V CORE = 613 M/S 	 DBTF CONFIO. 7 7 17 240 764 1717
759 0 812 2007 742 1330 
V CORE =2010 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 60A 372 1222 407 841 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR 
















130-	 I II I A. 
s0 80 125 200 315 500 800 	 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
08/19/75
5R412-001 -. 	 79 BURC-,y, 
IB V CORE 294 N/S 705 
V CORE = 966 FT/ST CORE = 284 DEG K:VL+TCORE= 611 DEG R), ' 
V CORE , 313 Nf/S ^ V CORE 1027 FT/S '2 6CORE= 
OBTF CONF'IG. 7 
VELOCITY TEMP EFFECTP F1/30B PAL SPECTRR 
720 1a 763 18 
703 484961474 64 97 
A 295 989 392! 705 
+.+172024 752 1354726 X 467 1499 6  993/76 + 9S9 399 717 
n 7PT M/S FT/S 0 K OR 
T CORE 1000 DEG R) 726 Va2 Pan 
in +n a 
Jx Lu x x + 0+ U3 
Li 
ISO 4 (D + 
a: (D ( 





Be so 125 200 315 0o0 800 1260 20001/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY, HZE,, 3150 5000 8000 
0R412-/7 
79 BURCH A. 
7 
190- V CORE 
V CORE 
T CORET  
180. 
= 426 M/S 
=1399 FT/S 
= 808 K
-­4,455 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 7 
VELOCITY,+ TEMP. EFFECT1/3 OB PWL SPECTRA 
VFan 
Pt 2/s It/s
-725 [[848 2774 
723 0640 2100 
721L 428 1404 
751 + 339 1111 
750 X 289 881 
749<C 171 562 
TFan 








21M] C3 in m i I [ 1 B in in 







50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQUENCY. HEZ 
3160 6000 8000 
08/19/755R412-001 
 79 BURC .R
 
848 2774T CNI 7 nS 
'10V CORE =427 FT ' VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 72, 
L 
A 428 1404 
--COREF/r 7 0 640 2100CORE DEG KI1/3 08 EF808 + 8x 2777PWL SPECTRA 423 1104j~ lA 1292177* 428 ±387CORE -_i454 DEG 
V CORE /S 73 0 3 z l -1402
v O ? I ' .1" P 'r S r r / s 
O P L S E TR VF 

-3 4, 42729 
CO o = 8 DEG K /ITORDE 80 5 EGK 












T0 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 
































285 DEG K 
513 DEG R 
VELOCITY 
1/3 08 























5R42~01120 9 g 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 70 M 873 2209Ut180 V CORE = 336 H/SV COE =336H/S7370 6  
CORE =1104 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 73S"+- g04 10g40oeA S  839 
T CORE = 428 DEG K 1/3 08 PiL SPECTRA 736X 499 1836 





1n - X ?9 












I I I I I I I II12 0 I I I I I I I I I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ
 











k.o 08/22/7579URH­o 79 BURCH A
R682-

190 V CORE = 368 M/7 BTF CONFIG. 7 740 M 739 2426 1087 1975 
733 a 734 2408 1008 1811V CORE =1206 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 1,S A 732 2402 910 1649 
T CORE = 556 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 713 + 662 1811 887 1200 
T CORE =1001 DEG R PT M/S Wr/S OK OR 
VFan TFan








+ ++ + + + 







so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
" 08/19/75
 
r- 5R412-001 79 BUR& A.
 
180 V CORE = 370 M/S 
V CORE =1215 FT/S 
T CORE = 557 DEG K 
T CORE =1003 DEG R 
170"-
90 0[0 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 GB PWL SPECTRR 
3 M[ [B[ 
VFan TFan 
Pt r/s ft/s "K * R 
7150i32 2402 916 1649 
713 0552 1811 687 1200 
711n369 1210 463 834 
747 + 295 987 393 708 
746 X 221 725 384 655 
745180 525 282 507 








+ A L 
+ ~AL 
130 
500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 so 80 125 200 315 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ
 
08/19/75 79 BURCH A­6R412-001
 
120 




282 DEG" K 
VELOC-ITY +649- M'. S.L. TEMP. EFFECT338 M. ALT. 70130 743 + 95 147 243 7 532 372 785 ON 
T CORE = 507 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. "4"'X 180 525 281 508 
PT M/S FT/S OK oR 
100- VFan Fan 











20 40 60 80 100 







110 V CORE = 336 M/S 
V CORE =1101 FT/S
T CORE = 427 DEG K 
T CORE = 769 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 OASPL.VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SL. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
'710 M873 22o 
70e G 604 1854 
-064 330 1063 








[9 In9 [ 

























140 160 160o 
08/22/75 
5R682-001 79 BURCH A. 
120 V CORE = 397 M/S
CORE =1302 FT/S 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 
VELOCITY + 
OASPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
741 Q 78 2585 1076 1937 
-­/0 (D708 2504 1000 180078 58 1070 1814 
T CORE = 681 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 7/6 + 397 1304 480 878 
T CORE =1225 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. l1o FT. ALT. PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
110, 
vFan TFan 


















20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/19/75

5R412-001 79 BURj A.
 
120" V CORE = 492 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 ORSPL VS ANGLE 7SZ M 04 r I 1964 
V CORE =1614 FT/S
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. 3.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
'"1A 29W 39 708 










El 0 A A 
90 1 A 
0AL 
A A 
80 ( L 
70 
60 I 60'-oI I tI I . 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180"'dC 
ANGLE TO INLET 8 
08/19/75

5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
130 -V CORE = 554 M/S OBTF CONFIO. 7 ORSPL VS ANGLE S7 1 8 0 4t o1" 28 103I&M4 181 
V CORE =1816 FT/S
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 






















20 40 60 80 
I 
100 









5R412-001 79 BUF .
 
120 
V CORE = 613 M/S 
V CORE =2010 FT/8 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
-
DBTF CONFIG. 7 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L. 338 H. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
758re 757 246 
7S9 0 612 2007 
760A 372 1222 














20 40 60 80 too 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 



















294 M/S 7o 
966 FT/S 70 
284 DEG KI703 
511 DES R) 701 
313 M/S 72 
1027 FT/s 72777556 DEGK I 
1000 DEG Ri 726 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
705 M 815 2018 753 136 
703 0 449 1474 643 978 
701 A 295 9S6 392 7o5 
729,+ 417 224 762 t3642'7 X 6  1499 65  993 
126 * 301 989 398 717 













20 40 60 80 100 120 
ANGLE TO INLET. 









z1401 FT/S 723 
= 808 DEG KI21 
=1454 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT649 M.S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT.•" 
73 (D 840 2100 778 138 
71 A 428 1404 623 942 
731 + 846 2777 1092 1988 
7 4X 043 2110 36141525 0 426 1397/ 620 936 
'9 
V CORE = 427 M/s PT1 M/s Fr/s OK OR 
110- V CORE 
T CORE 
= 1402-/s 








o a * 
0 x 
?904 
70 RSOL T ILE 
60 
20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/19/75

5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120 V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 ORASPL VS ANGLE VFafl Tran 
V CORE =1399 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 





' K 0 R 
1087 1957 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 2128FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 723 0640 2100 776 1397 
7215428 1404 523 942 
751 + 339 1111 437 787 
110 750 X 289 881 378 680 





60 0 in 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 A 60 80 
ANGLE TO INLET 
~08/19/75
 5R412-001 79 8U4, A
 
120 V CORE = 296 M/S 
V CORE z 970 FT/S
T CORE = 286 DEG K 
T CORE = 513 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
ORSPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
705 0616 147 
734 A 807 1991 
7-3 + 45e 1604 









a m In 
so A 
a)0 A A + 223 
A [ 




+ D +D+ 





















120 -V CORE = 336 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 ORSPL VS ANGLE 1 7 2 n 737 Q073 220 0 3 1 993 1474 
V CORE =1104 FT/s 
T CORE = 428 DEG K 
T CORE = 771 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
7o A 504 1654 
135 + 600 1839 




PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
110- VFan TFan 
100 
0] CD 
M [ Sxx x ± x m 
co 6 mP R(D mm 1X x x 
AL 
80 m p 
Q) AL 
70 
60 I4-- I - - -
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/22/75
 
SiSBZ-OO1 79 BU& A.

' I 
120 V CORE.= 368 M/S 
V CORE =1206 FT/S
T CORE = 566 DEG K 
T CORE =1001 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 
VELOCITY + 
849 M. S.L. 
2128 FT. S.L. 
ORSPL VS ANGLE 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
1110 FT. ALT. 
0 739 2428 1097 1975 
7 734 2408 1008 1811 
715 A 732 2402 9S 1849 
713 + 552 ±811 887 1200 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
110-
VFan TFan 























60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 180 
08/19/75
 
5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120 V CORE = 492 M/S
CORE =1614 FT/S 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 PNL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
752 M 847 2770 10o 1904
",53 0 483 1605 683 105075+, 23 18 532 00 
N/S FT/S OK OR 























20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 
120 140 160 8 
08/19/75

5R412-001 79 BURGH A.
 
120 V CORE = 370 K/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 ORSPL VS ANGLE VFan TFan 
V CORE =1215 FT/S
T CORE = 657 DEG K 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 





0 K 0 R 
916 1849 
T CORE =1003 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 7130552 1811 867 1200 
711 A389 1210 463 834 
110 747 + 295 967 393 708 
746 X 221 725 384 655 










Euo El In to 
80D +DA + 




2G~ 40 so 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/19/76 
­35R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 554 M/S

CORE 	=1816 FT/S 

T CORE = 813 DEG K 

















20 40 60 

DBTF CONFIG. 7 	 7S W 812 2aw se4 1681
 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 757 A 30 103 47 103
 
649 i.'S.L. 338 M. ALT.
 









AL 	 A 1B( 
AL 






5R682-001, 	 79 BURA.
 
130 V CORE = 613 M/S DBTF CONFIO. 7 7WS a Z20S49 742 1317 
V CORE =2010 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
760A 372 1222 467 041 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. PT M/S FT/SVFan 





f-zroo. in 0 l A] 
CD 
z 






20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
t4 08/22/75
 
6R682-001 79 BURCH P.
 
120- V CORE = 426 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 7 PNL VS ANGLE 
Pt /s ft/s " K ° R 
,72-5 C 46 774 T087 1957723 0640 2100 776 1397 
V CORE =1399 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L., 1110 FT. ALT. 
721L428 1101 
751 + 339 1111 







7419 171 582 282 508. 
110- in in 
In DC 
A + 






20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/19/75
5R412-001 79 DURCYI A. 
V CORE12 CORESCORE 
= 427 M/S
=1401 FT/S -7 
T CRE 80K)1 03 BE 
DBTF CONFI0. 7 PNL VS RNLEVELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT649 M. .L. 338 1. ALT.49 . S   T.-73o 
7 1 846 2774 L1031867 77/ A 428 1404 523 942 
73' + 848 2777 1092 1985X 3 MOt{ 788 41  
T CORE =1454 DEG R 
V CORE = 427 %I/S 
'-
731 









T CORE = 
140 /S 730 
55 DEG K 0I q + VFan TFan 
TCORE = DEG +-+ a­
+ 
100+ 
nx x 6 
z X (D 
z 
0 
60I x o I I 
( . 
80 40 08 0 2010101 
00 12 4010 0 





V CORE = 492 M/S
CORE =1614 FT/S 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
[] 
60n 00 
DBTF CONFIS. 7 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
VELOCTY+TEMP.EFFET 
649 M.S,.L. 338 M. ALT,
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
[ 
0 rnI 
7SE M047 2778 1og1 1g84 
sea483 168 o 
f-4 A 292 960 392 706 











wo AA A 
30 
so 80 125 200 315 500 1250 AOO2000 
1/30B CENTER FREQ5 HZ 50 DEG 
3150 5000 BODO 
08/19/75






















V CORE = 492 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA 75e (9 847 I7S 1B4 
V CORE =1614 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT ,s54A 292 969 392 708
 
T CORE = 810 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. PT MIS Fr/s OK OR
 


































V CORE = 492 M/S 
V CORE =1514 FT/S
T CORE = BID DEG K 
T CORE =1458 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 14. S.L. 338M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
UV 
7 Z M 8 7 2 7 0 1 1 87 847 20 109 1984753 0 483 155 583 1050 
75f A 292 069 382 708 
















I/3B CNTE FRE. )H130D 
n 08/19/75
5R412-001 79 BURCH A.
 
90 
V CORE = 554 M/S 
V CORE =1816 FT/S 
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
OBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
7SS 0 812 2803 1034 1881 
05 8560 1803 888 1203 
7A 320 1089 427 78 
PT M/S PT/S OK OR 
VFan TPan 
>j [ 
>®A A mo 
u7O WA7A0 4 03 m C m 
)A 
o 








40 50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
08/19/75





V CORE = 564 M/S 
V CORE =1816 FT/S
T CORE = 813 DEG K 
T CORE =1463 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649'M. S.L. 338 H. ALT.2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
-75'5 M 12 22 1084 1881 
75"6 D 660 0 1203 
757 A 328 1080 427 768 
























50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 







110- V CORE = 554 N/S OBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA f55 m 8L2 2883 L034 1881
-156 0 550 180 888 1203
 
V CORE =1816 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT '156 328 089 427 788 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
T CORE = 813 DEG IK 









0 (D [] [] U0 

Lii A [] L,,, AALU, 
 0 












60 ~,70 A AG
 
[] 
50 - I 
 I .I I I I I I I I : I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 





 79 BURCH A.
 
100 V CORE = 613 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA DlQ5.757 2485 964 1717 
17X 612 2007 742 13836CORE =201O FT/S VELOCITY +,TEMP. EFFECT -,so A 372 12 2 487 841 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 





-J ¢o ] (D V] ( 
,,'
w8 
. (D A (D (D MAeA~ 




4­6 0  T, 
so 80 125, 200 315 8m00 1250 2000 A00 5000 8000
3150 





5R412-001 U79 B RCt,­
V CORE = 613 N/S DBTF CONFIS. 7 SPL SPECTRA S3 77 240 612 2007 954 1717742 1338 
V CORE =2010 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEGR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 N. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
760 A 372 122 
P M/S FT/S 
VFan 
487 841 




80 C I 
!tBiA (D In 
AL 









50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
08/19/75
 








V CORE = 613 N/S 
V CORE =2010 FT/S
T CORE t 806 DEG K 







OBTF CONFIS. 7 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 NA S.L. 338 N. ALT. 




0 757 2485 










50 80 125 200 315 500 80.0 1250 2000 
1/3 06 CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 








V CORE = 426 M/S 
V CORE =1399 FT/S
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
E0 
V3 in 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 N.'ALT. 




Pt /s ft/s "K 0 E 
725C 846 277- 1087 1957 
723 0 640 2100 778 1397 
721Z 428 1404 523 942 
751 + 339 1111 437 787 
750 X 289 881 378 680 














1/3E506CNE+RO Z5 E 
5R412001 9 BUGH00 
520 0 2URC 31A. 0 15 00 3'5 60 7968
 
90 V CORE 
V CORE 
CORE 
= 427 M/S 729 
=1401 FT/ ,723 
= 80 DEG R/-21 
OBTF CONFIO. 7 SPL SPECTRA8 )725 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 





V 846 2774 1087 1951 
0 640 2100 776 1397 
A 428 1404 523 942 
+ 848 2777 1o02 196X 6 3 i10 788 416 
CORE =1454 DEG. 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. -29 * 428 1397 620 938 
C3 SO w d[PI mr M to E PEVFan 
+l:E 
xm + 





+ X IS+ + 
W70 I 
V CORECORE = = 427 M/s1402 FT/S 
AL, 
+ 
a-60 T CORE = 555 DEG 72730 
S T CORE = 999 DEGR 729 a) 
z x 
C3A 





50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 6000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
08/19/75 
5R412-001 79 BURLA­
100 V CORE = 427 M/8 725 DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRR WS 6846 2774 1087 1957 
CORE= 40 FT/ -2' 	 23 ( 640 2100 775 1397V CORE =1401 FT/S 723 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 7r. A 428 1404 623 942T CORE = 808 K/ 72 721"3M. 8.L. M. 731 + 6488 3 2777 708 1415DEG 	 649 338 ALT. 0 X 110 1092 98  T CORE =1454 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. ,779* 425 1397 520 938 
V CORE = 427 M/S 7 1R 
V CORE = 1402 FT/S T 90 	 T CORE = 555 DEG 3 VFan Tan 




C3 	 E] 
x + 
o 	 a (..D 
a 	 00 
+ 
a500
cos0 H 0X 
(9 
mX 
AL50 	 (D 
01 
4 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ' I I I 
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 





 79 BURCH A.
 
100-V CORE = 428 M/S 
V CORE =1399 FT/S 
T CORE = 808 DEG K 
T CORE =1455 DEG R 
90 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M.,S.L. 338 M. ALT. 2128FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
VFan 
Pt Th/ ft/s 
t /725 0846 2774 
723 0640 2100 
721 A428 1404 
751 + 339 1111 




































I I I I 
315 .500 800 1260 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQ. HZ 90 DEG 
AL 
+ 





5R412-001 79 BURCA. 
110- V CORE = 426 M/S 

V CORE =1399 FT/S 

T CORE =808 DEG K 





90 • 0] 
ina 
8o A A ** * 
Ca 






50 80 125 200 
DBTF CONFIG. 7 SPL SPECTRA 

VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT
 
649 M. 8,L. 338 M. ALT,
At/s










I I I 
315 500 800 1250 2000 






723 0 640 2100 
721,L 128 1401 
751 + 339 1111 



























110 V CORE = 427 M/S OBTF CONFIG.' 7 SPL SPECTRA M 848 2774 1087 lS67W? 
-73 0 840 2100 778 1 97 
V CORE =1401 FT/S 72- VELOCI-TY + TEMP. EFFECT 721 A 428 1404 523 '942 
338 M. ALT. 731 + 848 2777 1092 1985T CORE = 808 DEG K723 649 M. S.L. 
T CORE =1454 DES R 721 2128 FT. 8.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 729 * 428 1397 520 936 
v CORE = 42 M/S 
VCORE = T/S 731 PT1402 M/S Fr/S 0 K OR 
I00 "T CORE = 555 DEG 7 Fan TFan 
729999 DEG














50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3t50 5000 8000 





V CORE = 294 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 0 0 451 1481 564 998
 
V CORE = 966 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT oA 814 2014 754 1357
 
T CORE = 287 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 84Z + 181 527 300 655 
T CORE = 617 DEG R S43 X 238 781 854 838 
PT M/S FT/S 0 K 0 R 





160 - A, 

o - O( (DO (D) (D O( (D (D (9 r 
"i (D ( 
-jiso-












120 I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
b8/20/75
 
6R524-001 79 BURCH A.
 





= 424 DEG K 





Sad A A71 2200 
844 + 185 808 






AaA At~ A A & A 
16 0 " 
ci 
AL 




:10- +] +IS 
cc








60 80 125 200 '315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 




190 -V CORE = 365 M/S 
V CORE =1197 FT/S 
T CORE = '552 DEG K 
T CORE = 993 DEG R 
180-
DBTF CONFIG. 8 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 8 PWL SPECTRR 
1 M 3 3 1 9 6 10 643 1191 43 815 
as A 721 2388 891 1803 
4 +21 716541384 543 
647 * 291 958 388 689 






















140- x x 
so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 20001/3-B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 3150 5000 8000 
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5RS24-001 79 BURCH A.
 
190 V CORE = 397 M/S 
V CORE =1304 FT/S
T CORE = 577 DEG K 
T CORE =1219 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 
VELOCITY '+ TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 OB.PWL SPECTRR 
I A74 196 716e 1292 
41 A 792 2697 1094 L961 
848 + 240 707 359 547 






















,1I I I 
315 500 '800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 




V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEC R 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 














80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
82- M 423 21851 923 
S A 849 2704 108 14B 
s 3243849+ 	 159 52 
X 25 	 8689 367 842
* 338 	 1109 42e 771 





















V CORE = 493 M/S
CORE =1618 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T C O R E = 1 4 5 3 DE GR 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRR 
852 1 864 26o 1t07 1992053z 0 490eo18 54 1oee854 A 493 lao 19 es4 
P M/S ,'S 0 R 
TF a n TFa n 
VFan TFan 
m17--1 
























130­ 50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
08/20/75

5R524-001 79 BURCHI.I-R 
190 V CORE = 548 M/S DBTF CONFIf. 8 989Osn 106 101 
V CORE =1799 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 857 4A1 768 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 1/3 OB PWL SPECTRR yT M/S FT/S -K -R 
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V CORE = 610 M/S 
V CORE =2001 FT/S
T CORE = 817 DEG K 
T C O R E = 1 4 7 1 D E GR 
ISO-
AL 
DBTF CONFIO. 8 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 
76 4 9 9 4 1 7
P9 m 017 20e7 63 
960 A 88 1201 462 832 
PT M/S FT/s K 












130 50 I I80 I t125 I200 I II I I I I I 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
I I 
3150 





801So 298 078 402 73-
V CORE = 294 M/S I Aoi DBTF CONFIG. 8 803M 4e1 1481 654 998 
CORE = 964 FT/S 803 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 905 A 814 2014 764 1357 994T CORE = 286 DEL K8I0 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA 6+x 4530129399° 709 
T CORE = 514 DEG R) 8 SZ8 611 2004 739 1330 
V CORE = 303 M/S PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
V CORE = 994 pr/s 826 M T 0 
T180-T CORE = 542 DEG K 828 
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5R524-001 79 BURCH A.
 
793 
V CORE =1397 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 925 A 648 2784 1093 1960 
804 K 1/3 PWL SPECTRA 426 139 7"78 932 
190-V CORE = 426 M/S 821 DBTF CONFIG88, 00 423 18 613 
T CORE = DEG 825 0B 830 X 9+ 639 20o96 61 1400 
T CORE =1447 DEG R, 831 * 346 2771 1084 1961 
V CORE = 428 Mi/S 829 PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
180-V CORE = 1404 FT/S 830Fan TFan
 
T CORE = 558 DEG K 831
 
T CORE = 1009 DEG R i
 
17 4 4. 4v AL 
f x X X (D 
+W + + xX 00* 
uj x 
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190 V CORE = 296 H/S DBTF CONFIO. 8 • 0o 0451 2141 564os081420 75  7 
V CORE 
T CORE 
= 971 FT/S 
= 288 DEG K 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
1/3 08 PWL SPECTRR 
133 A 463 1487 
a .4-+804 1980 
429 773 
848 1183 
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140­
50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 06 CENTER FREQUENCY. HZ 
3150 5000 8000 
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= 333 1I/S -OBTF CONFrG. s 
=1094 FT/S VELOCITY +' TEMP'. EFFECT 
= 424 DEG K 1/3 05 PHL SPECTRR 





+U + + + AL A
 
+ +. S. AA 
so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 

1/3 OB CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ
 
0 1851 807 1072
901 G 6712200 2o8 I
 
.A5 A 494 1S2 610 Ole
 
6 + 48 1857 469184
 
a7 x 916 1047
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V CORE = 368 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 8 Oil M SA4 177a 10 18zwo 884 1198l leas9CORE =1206 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 36 A 42177 673 103 
T CORE = 553 DEG K 1/3 0B PWL SPECTRA39 + 723 221 90 176 
T CORE = 995 DEG R 40 X 73e2421 1093 196 
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120-
V CORE = 294 M/S 

V CORE = 966 FT/S

T CORE = 287 DEG K 









20 40 60 

DBTF CONFiG. 8 ORSPL VS ANGLE , 

VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 













8 7 0 2





B45+ 181 627 308 66
 
e45 X 238 781 364 638
 








5R524-001 79 BURAR 

80 
120 V CORE = 330 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 8 OASPL VS ANGLE 216Mse 1087 424 783 
508CD 60oleSl 87 1082 
V CORE =1083 FT/S
T CORE = 424 DEG K 
VELOCITY + 
649 M. S.L. 
TEMP. EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 
sWo A844 + 871 2200 166 808 8Z6 303 147646 
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 180 180 
ANGLE TO INLET I 
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5R524-001 79 BURCH A.
 
120 V CORE = 365 M/S DBTr C'ONFIG. 8 OASPL VS ANGLE Sit m 383 IG 463 -016 
"- 0 648 1787 864 11eDV CORE =1197 FT/S VELOCITY-+ TEMP. EFFECT 55 A 721 2380 flt 1OS 
846+'15 41023645 
T CORE = 993 DES R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 84-7 291 960 338 S 
PT M/S FTI/S K -R 
VFan, TFan
 





C0 a-90 AL A CD D 
A, A ALC 
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET7 
08/20/76
5R524-001 7,9 BUR,A&A ­
120 V CORE = 397 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 ORSPL VS ANGLE ae m 654 1550 718 1292 
2o a) 786 2660 996 1791V CORE =1304 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT S41I A 792 257 1064 1961
T CORE = 677 0E K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 841 + 240 7 s6g 847 












































140 160 180 dc 
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 79 BURCH A.
 
120VV CORE = 424 N/S
V CORE =1392 FT/S 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIO. 8 ORSPL VS RNGLE 
VELOCITY.+TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 8.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
871 M 423 1388 13 823 
92gA 049 2764 lav1 90e 
4 + 169 620o 82642
650 x3 IeI1s1,9 4 7 
PT M/S FT/S OK OR 
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120 140 160 180 
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V CORE = 493 M/S 
V CORE =1618 FT/S
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =143 DEG R 
110 -[ 
OBTF CONFIG. 8 OASPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT-
0]
[ AA 
OS2 84 2e01 1107 19i2855 (D 490 1608 594 10 9 
S4A f93 980 306 694 
PT M/S T/S0K FR 
VFan TFan 
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5R524-001 79 BURCH R.
 
130 V CORE = 548 M/S 
V CORE =1799 FT/S 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
DBTF CONFI. 8 ORSPL VS ANGLE 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338, M. ALT. 
2t28 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
8s5 m e2 z2g 9ose81901 
856 0 534 1818 887 1201 
857A 325 107-. 421 758 



















20 40 60 80 100 
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120 140 160 150 
t. 08120/75It 5R524-001 79 BUR~I A.
 
130 V CORE = 810 M/S 

V CORE =2001 FT/S 

T CORE = 817 DEG K 


















DBTF CONFIG> 8 ORSPL VS ANGLE 

VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 

649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT.
 





so 100 120 

ANGLE TO INLET 

658Wm 759 2409 954 1l'e5 (9 017 2a2,3 752 1353 
060,A 308 1201 482 832 








120 V'CORE = 294 M/S "ISol DBTF CONFI' 8 ORSPLVS ANGLE .o1 m 290r 978 402 723 
-o 	 ASLV 461 1481 564 DueCORE = 964 FT/S 1803 VELOCITY + -TEMP. EFFECT 	 :g02Ak 10 4 74 167 
02 + 32 99o 394 708T CORE = 286 DEG 809 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 	 X?7 456 1493 652 994 
T CORE = 614 DEG R) 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 8eD *Ol 2004 739 1330 
V CORE = 303 M/S 826 PT M/S FT/S 0 K OR 
VF T
10" V CORE = 994 FT/ST CORE = 542 DEG K 827 an Fan 
T CORE = 976 DEG R / 
1O0
 
4 A AL 4 
AA~50 

H 	 40 
ALX
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V CORE = 426 M/S 1821 DBTF CONFIG. 8 OASPL VS ANGLEV COE =397 T/Se23 
CORE -1397 FT/ 823 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT CORE = 804 DEG K 825 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
T CORE =1447 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT.\-CORr 42.8 m/S " 120-,v coR = 1428 /s 829 
1 o / 830T CORECO  =55S DEG K 1 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R 831 
M4 1388 613 9230 844 2112 789 1420 
8S5 A 48 2704 1O 1988
e5 + 426,1395 6T8 932 








































Z- 6R624-001 79 BURCH A-,
120"V CORE = 296 M/S DBTF 'CONFID. 8 ORSPL VS ANGLE e r3n 451 1401 584 so, 
V CORE 971 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT en-A 453 1487 429 773 
T CORE = 288 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. e34+ 04 1980 846 1163 
T CORE = 518 DEG R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. PT 1/S FT/S OK OR 
110O VFan TFan 
100­
+ ++ + 
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03 
ISA 
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
ANGLE TO INLET 
08/20/75
5R524-0o1 79 BURaR. 
V CORE = 333 M/S 
V CORE =1094 FT/S
T CORE = 424 DJEG K 























649 M. 5.L. 








ORSPL Vs ANGLE 
TEMP..EFFECT 
338 M. ALT. 









810 Q 8)3 1018[0 671 2200 " 

eSS A 494 1820 
916 + 499 1837 
831 X 868 2186 

























6R524001 79 BURCH A. w 
120 V CORE = 368 M/S DBTF CONFI. 8 ORSPL VS RNOLE W548 197 884 119 
15 0 721 2308 891 1803 CORE =1206 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT O A 542 1777 573 LO1ST CORE = 553 DEG K 649 M. S.L.. 338 M. ALT. 03!.+7Z3 2371 998 1798 
T CORE = 995 DES R 2128 FT. SL. 11'0. FT, ALT. 940 X 738 2421 1093 1968 























60 20 IIII.40 60 80 1o 
ANGLE TO INLET 





13 0 -V CORE = 424 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 PNL VS RNGLE 0 7 l 4 3 1 8 30 444 1386 
ID842112 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEC K 
VELOCITY + TEMP4 EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 336 M. RLT.•eO 
SeSA 049 Z784 
N90 + 169 820X 266 889 
T CORE =1461 DEC R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. ssf * 336 1109 











20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 
ANGLE TO INLET 
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BR574-0-I 79 BURCH R.
 
130- V CORE = 493 M/S OBTE CONFIS. 8 PNL VS ANGLE 052 M54 28018530 490 1808 1107 1992694 10ss 
V CORE =1618 FT/S
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
mT 
293 900 386 

















20 40 60 80 100 
ANGLE TO INLET 






= 548 M/S WSm 2 1910807o 1go tV CORE OBTF CONFIG, 8 -PNL VS ANGLE 23 o o t0s 8 34 1816 887 1201 
V CORE =1799 FT/S VELOCITY-+ TEMP. EFFECT es'A 326 1087 421 758 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 849 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
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5R524-001 79 BURCH S.
 
V CORE = 610 14S OBTF CONFIG. 8 PNL VS130- ANGLE 88M769 2489 '954 17178 99 0)617 2023 752 1363S
V CORE =2001 FT/S VELOCITY+ TEMP. EFFECT 96pA 368 1201 482 832 
T CORE = 817 DEG K 649 M.' S.L. 338,M. ALT. 


























130- V CORE = 426, M/S " 821 OBTF CONFIG. 8 PNL, VS ANGLE sl M 423 1388 613 ZSi
 
V COE =197 F/s 83 ( 844 2112 789 1420
 CORE =1397 FT/S 823 VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 825 a 849 2754 1093 1988 T CORE = 804 BEG K 82. 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. eZ9 + 426 1395 610 932 
CORE 447 DE R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 831 , 045 2771 1084 1951 
v COE = 428 N/s "0 Pr M/s rr/s OK cR 
v COE = 14o4 F/s VF T 
T CORE = 558 DEG K8 an 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R 851 
A,, a 
110" 4 :* 0 
m A (o x X
-A ¢0 X x 






A x Li 
90 x + t + 




20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 1800,0 
ANGLE TO INLET 
0
8/20/75 
- - 5R524-001 79 BURCH A. ­
10 
90 
V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
IBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 3381. ALT.J5 
2128 FT. 8.L. 1llb FT. ALT. 
821 a 423 1388 513 923 
e23 0 844 2112 789 1420
825 A 849 2184 1093 1989 
+ 180 920302 843 
S X 33 1109 428 771 
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50 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 





V CORE = 424 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRR Z 4231388 513 923 
e230 844 2112 789 1420
 
V CORE =1392 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 625A 849 2794 1093 1988 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 649 M. .L. 338 M. RLT. 843+ 1 620 302 543 CORE =1461 DEC R 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. $50 X 3 1109 42 42 
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-i(D (( A,
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5R524-001 79 BURCH A.
-
110 V CORE = 424 M/S 
V CORE =1392 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1451 DEG R 
0A A A 
90 A )a a)®
L00 ALD0 (D 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.•"850 
2128 FT, S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
"VFan 
ALA 
ACD ((D (D 
02z 0 423 11800 8 44 2112 
ATs849 2784 O4b+ 159 80X 266 868 
951 * 338 1109 
PT M/S liT/S 
514823780 1420 
1093 1989 
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315 500 800 1250 2000 












 5R524-001 79 BURAR.
 
90 V CORE = 493 M/S OBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA sszmMO4 28L 1107 1892963 0 490 1806 694 1oeb 
V CORE =1618 FT/S 
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 flEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. 5.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 












=3 A CD 2 
co A 0) 
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so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 20001/34B CENTER FRED. H7 50 DEG 3150 5000 8000 
08/20/75

5R524-001 79 BURCH A.
 
V CORE = 493 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 0S20 854 1801 11o7 1INS 
V CORE =1618 FT/S VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT es4A 203 9gg 308 'g4T CORE = 807 DEG K 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT.
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5R624-001 79 50"Uw', A.
 
V CORE = 493 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 853 (4 54110189g 
V CORE =1618 FT/S
T CORE = 807 DEG K 
T CORE =1453 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
954a 293 gao 366 













0 i/30BCENT AFR CDZ13 E A® 
50 II i 
so 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 cc 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 BEGw 
08/20/75 d 
5R524-001 79 BURCH A. 485 
100-
90 
V CORE = 548 M/S 
V CORE =1799 FT/S 
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE 1450 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIO. 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. SL. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
assm 922 2898 1ose lo 
856 0 634 1818 687 1201 
057 A 325 1087 421 76 
Fa M/ST/S °K PR 
VFan TFan 
'WE 
















so so 125 200 315 Boo 800 1250 2000 
1/30OB CENTER FREQ, HZ 50 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 
08/22/75.0

qpnqg-nni 79 BUR' A
 
V CORE = 548 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8' SPL SPECTRA es m 822 2898 lose 1901 
V CORE =1799 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. 6.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
e560,634 1818 
GSTA 325 1OB7 















so so 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000 
1/3 0B CENTER FREG. HZ 90 DEG 
08/22/75

5R682-001 79 BURCH R.
 
V CORE = 548 M/S
V CORE =1799 FT/S
T CORE = 806 DEG K 
T CORE =1450 DEG R 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.,L, 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
822 2898 068 1 01SE6 0 634 1818 887 1201
e57 A 326 1067 421 758 














50 80 125" 200 315 500 800 1260G 2000 3150 5000 B000 
1/3 08 CENTER FREQ. H7 130 DEG 
208/22/75
 
5R682-001 79 BURCW ,
 
100 V CORE = 610 M/S 
V CORE =2001 FT/S
T CORE = 817 DEG K 
T CORE =1471 DEG R 
90 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
V59M 769 2489 954 1717 
:59 (D 817 ZUS3 762 1363 
860A W6 1201 486232 















50 80 125 200 315 600 800 1250 2000 
1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 DEG 
3160 5600 8600 
00 
08/20/75
5R524-001 79 BURCH P.' 
90 
V CORE = 610 M/S 
V CORE =2001 FT/S
T CORE = 817 DEG K 
T CORE =1471 DEG R 
-DBTF CONFIG.1 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M'. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
m 
8 M769 Z489059 (! 817 2023 
660 A 81201 
PT M/S FT/s 
VFan 


















s0 80 126 200 315, 500 
1/3 08 CENTR 
800 1260 2000 
REQ. HZ 90 DEG 





1101 V CORE = 610 M/S 
V CORE =2001 FT/S 
T CORE = 617 DEG K 
T CORE =1471 DEG R 
100-s[ 
DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. 338 M. RLT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. RLT. 
A, 
958 M779 2489859 9 81'7 2023 
860 A 388 1201 






















50 80' 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 
1/3 GB CENTER FREQ. HZ 130 DEG 
3150 5000 8000 00 
08/20/75


















V CORE = 426 M/S 1821 
CORE =1397 FT/S 823T CORE = 804 BEG K 821 
T CORE =1447 DEG R)
V CORE = 428 M/S 
v CORE = 1404 FT/s 8,q 
T CORE = 558 DEG K 830 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R 831 






I I I I 

50 80 125 200 

OBTF CONFIM. 8 SPL SPECTRR 
VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT 
649 M. S.L. ,338 M. ALT. 
2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 
SALA, , . A. 
X xX 0 
xx 
+ + Xm++400+ 
+A 
+ 
0+ m +[] 
in 
I It I I I 

315 500 800 1250 2000 

1/3 OB CENTER FREQ. HZ 50 BEG
 
$21 0 423 1386 513 923 
18 S0D 644 2112 769 1420 
62 8548 2784 1oH 1968 
BC + 425 1,56 7J8 14009328X 39 208 1 
e83 * 845 2771 10e4 1851 

















5R524-001 79 BUR(R110 . 
lO0- V CRE = 426 M/S 821 OBTF CONFIG 8 SPL SPECTRA 0230423 1380 513 92." 
V =P03 644 2112 789 1420 
V CORE =1397 FT/S 82? VELOCITY + TEMP. EFFECT ges A 848 2784 1093 1968 
T CORE = 804 DEG K 829 649 M. S.L. 338 M. ALT. 829 + 426 1396 518 932 
T CORE =1447 DEG R, 2128 FT. S.L. 1110 FT. ALT. 831 * 846 2771 1084 1961 
V CORE = 428 M1 S 82O 
PT M/S FT/SV CORE = 1404 FT/s 830 
90 T CORE = 558 DEG 831 vPan TPan 
T CORE = 1005 DEG R/ 4A A A.A 
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s0 80 125 200 315 500 800 1250 2000 3150 5000 8000
 




5R524-001 79 BURCH A.
 
--
110V CORE = 426 M/S DBTF CONFIG. 8 SPL SPECTRA etI M 423 1386 513 923
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5.0 ON-LINE NARROWBANDS 
5.0 ON-LINE NARROWBANDS
 
The acoustic data was monitored during test with an on-line spectrum
 
analyzer. Any unusual tones were investigated. The narrowbands were
 
documented in graph form using an X-Y plotter.
 
The following graphs are for Model #8, the coannular, coplanar acoustic
 
configuration. This test model exhibited lip tones when the core and fan
 
velocities were matched and shock tones at pressure ratios above critical.
 
The tones are evident in the 1/3 Octave band spectral plots and the narrow­
bands verify the actual frequencies at which the tones occurred.
 
The other test configurations did not have significant tones evident
 
and the 1/3 octave band plots have similar characteristics to the narrowbands.
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6.0 AERODYNAMIC DATA FORMAT - ACOUSTIC TESTS 
The test conditions for the acoustic tests at JENOTS were set using
 
the instrumentation rakes, measuring total pressure and total temperature.
 
The fuel flow to the fan and core burners, the fan air flow, the core
 
(primary airflow) and facility temperatures were monitored and recorded.
 
All this basic data and the resultant calculations were processed through
 
a Time-Sharing computer program. These results were available during the
 
test to validate that the test conditions were as specified.
 
The following sample output sheet includes the physical geometry
 
constants and reference constants, the summary results of the calculations
 
showing pressure ratio, weight flows, temperatures, and velocities, the
 
averages of the multiple rake input or orifice statics, and a complete
 
listing of each individual measurement in engineering units (psia, OR). A
 






4/ 7/15 RUN: 12 RDG: 2? PNT: M15 AROW: 14.48Q 
u-2d ALi,.-A OUf O]F TARIE 
,'r53 ALI- A OUT ")F TABLE 
[ 1,1 '13-' 1I1 OUTPUT 
kLI) i A" 13" 
DUAL FLOW4 CHECKOUT 
4/ 7/75 PUN: 12 PDG: 28 PNT: ib PAROY: 14. 480 
CONSTANTS 
D/ = 12.0000 D8 = 4. 6270 MAo-l)I A= 5.0000 
:4AO-BEi= 0.4990 SA,)-DI A= 9.1500 SAO-RET= 0.6000 
SDAMP = 0.1530 TSANP = 512.0000 SECAPEA= 10.8420 
CALCULATIONS 
t'f3/P = I .590 PT28/P0 = 3.269 
fI8 = 994.087 DEC. R TT28 = 1603.352 DEG. R 
,'AS 6.066 PPS WA2, = 6.691 PPS 
Wi8 = 6.10A PPS WT28 = 6.691 PPS 
ilF56l 0.038 PPS W/F28 0. PPS 
= 0.148 PPS WFTV = 0.038 PPS 
r/AS = 0.006 F/A28 = 0. 
GA. 8 = 1.300 0AM28 1.362
 
VS = 1218.833 FT/SEC 
V2"J = 2366.023 Fr/SEC
v-is = 872.757 DEG. R TS28 = 1170.578 DEG. R 
1668V7 
li-1 
&RIGNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
, 0.844 1128 = 1.430
 
i-a = 231.050 -F F28 = 491.623 -F
 
APS 16.092 SO. IN AE28 = 12.187 SO. IN
 
I0 LOG(RSwA8) = -23.003
 
10 IOC(f'28*A2-8) = -25.485
 






ft-71vC 0)= 0.' T-OUT ( 1)= 508.495 1AO-Pl 6)= 20.631
 
?,AO-P2( 6)= 26.563 MAAO-TI( 2)= 414.871 IFTCPS( 1)= 0.14F
 
CONEPf( 6)= 23.042 CO)RTT5( 2)= 948.634 FTEMPT( 1)= 512.129
 
oA-rlC 4)= 48.465 SAO-P2( 2)= 48.242 SAO-T( 2)= 526.921
 
C ]r=lI) 0.038 NF2 1)= 0. WF3 )= 0.
 
PSHI( 1)= 52.129 CO-IN( 5)=Q4.0R7 FA'J-TT( 6)= 1603.352
 




C ,'*ATA CHAN DAPA CHAN DATA CHAN DATA CHAN DAIA
 
3 1254.H39 4 964.701 5 1443.913 7 1446.023 8 1548.147
 
9 10458.670 10 1012.068 18 1282.883 19 1295.630 20 1220.776
 
21 139J.642 23 1428.720 24 1238.253 25 1203.724 26 1209.69P
 
27 1016.557 28 1008.585 37 99A.616 38 090.66P 39 991.1n7
 
'0 100I.ol9 41 99?.423 43 1622.490 44 1450.10e 45 1635.601
 
46 1622.070 47 1639.948 48 1640.790 52 735.239 53 783.807
 4 79t.98 R5 1176.016' 57 624.900 59 984.528 61 508.495
 
o2 52a.6S0 63 305.062 64 526.921 65 526.921 66 512.120 
'03 jI .6i31 69 512.129 70 n. 71 99.722 72 898.248 
73 73'3.,db 75 1009.020 76 5ql.359 77 1661.683 78 1756.255 
79 )lOO.44) 102 -42.434 103 -70.285 104 -163.037 105 -37.968
 
l16-)Ibo.561 107 -35.734 108 29.567 109 29.540 110 22.983
 
III 23.001 112 14.499 113 14.489 114 26.630 115 26.626
 
116 23.039 117 23.073 118 14.4R4 119 14.490 120 48.3-8.
 
121 4F.b55 122 23.039 123 23.117 124 14.489 125 14.4o0
 
126 48.259 127 48.287 1-28 47.155 129 47.390 130 14./89
 
131 14.490 132 20.622 133 29.685 134 47.441 135 47.401
 
136 14.48A 137 14.490 138 26.553 139 26.491 140 47.441
 
41 A7.379 142 14.484 143 14.490 144 48.481 145 48.477
 
146 22.676 147 22.685 148 14.467 140 14.400 150 48.226
 
- I2? 153 22.624 154 14.489 155 14.490
42.219 22.609 

Io6 14.467 157 14.4a9 158 47.413 159 47.301 160 14.467
 
I( 1,A.489 162 29.667 163 29.708 164 47.368 165 47.27F
 
166 14.478 167 14.490 168 26.553 169 26.525 170 47.463
 
171 23.028 172 14.484 173 14.490 I78 0. 179 300.154
 
1HI 145.900 182 -0.800 1-83 -7.600 184 289.800 202 9941.000
 












CHANNEL DESCRIPTION LOCATION 
3 T/C - T2 Support Cone - P06 
4 T/C - T6 it 









9 T/C 'T18 " 
:18 T/C - T4 Support ,Cone - P06 
19 T/C -'T5 
20 T/,C - T7 
21 T/C - T8 I " 
23 T/C T13 Support Cone - P07 
24 T/C - T14 
,25 T/C - T15 
26 T/C - T1717 
27 T/C - T20 





Core T/C Rake 
I " 
- 0' 
39 T/C Core T/C Rake - 1800 
40 T/C 
41 T/C 
43 X/C Fan T/C Rake - 300 
44 T/C I "1 





Fan T/C Rake ­
if 
2100 
48 T/C " 
52 TIC Fan - Outside Burner 
53 T/C Fan Elbow - Top 
54 T/C Fan Elbow - V.C.L. 
55 T/C Elbow & Plenum 
57 T/C Plenum - Inside 













61 Outside (Amb) Temp.
62 
 T/C 




- B64 T/C Sec. Air Orifice 
- A65 
 T/C 
 t" " 



















75 Core P/B Discharge

T/C
76 Fan P/B Discharge

77 T/C It ,, ,,78 T/C 
 it 't ,,
79 T/C 






















" -Vent F 
PS108 Main Air Orifice 
- Upstream109 
 PS 
,, it of of110 
 PT - IA 
 Core 00 Rake
il 
 PT - 2A 














 Main Air Orifice 
- Downstream
116 
 PT - 1B 
 Core 00 Rake
117 
 PT - 2B 










Sec. Air Orifice 
- Upstream

121 PS if ,, ,, it
 
122 
 PT - Ic Core O Rake
123 
 PT - 2C 





CHANNEL DESCRIPTION LOCATION 
124 Open 
125 Open 
126 PS Sec. Air Orifice - Downstream 
127 PS It " -
"1 
128 PT - IA Fan 300 Rake 
129 PT - 2A Fan 2100 Rake 
130 Open 
131 Open 
132 PS - IA Main Air Orifice - Upstream 
133 PS - 1B Main Air Orifice - Upstream 
134 PT - IB Fan 300 Rake 
135 PT - 2B Fan 210' Rake 
136 Open 
137 Open 
138 PS - 2A Main Air Orifice - Downstream 
139 PS - 2B Main Air Orifice - Downstream 
140 PT - IC Fan 300 Rake 
141 PT - 2C Fan 2100 Rake 
142 Open 
143 Open 
144 PS - 1A Sec. Air Orifice - Upstream 
145 PS - IS Sec. Air Orifice - Upstream 
146 PS Core Outer - 160 
147 PS Core Outer - 1960 
148 Open 
149 Open 
150 Ps - 2A Sec. Air Orifice - Downstream 
151 PS - 2B Sec. Air Orifice - Downstream 
152 PS Core Inner - 1640 





158 PS Fan Outer - 37.50 
159 PS Fan Outer - 217.50 
160 Open 
161 Open 
162 PS - IA Main Air Orifice - Upstream 
163 PS - IB Main Air Orifice - Upstream 
164 PS Fan Inner - 37.50 








CHANNEL DESCRIPTION LOCATION 
166 Open 
167 Open 
168 PS - 2A Main Air Orifice - Downstream 
169 PS - 2B i to it­
17D PT - 2B Fan 210' Rake 
171 PT - IB Core 00 Rake 
172 Open 
173 Open 
178 Zero AMP - Scanner 
179 Cal Scanner 
180 Jump 
181 Fuel Flow Core Pre-Burner 
182 Fuel Flow Fan Pre-Burner 
183 Open 
184 Fuel Flow Total Flow 
202 Volts Sense 
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7.0 LASER DATA RECORDING 
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7.0 LASER VELOCIMETER DATA RECORDING 
The actual process of surveying the plume of a scale model jet exhaust
 
nozzle starts with the definition of the traverse planes of interest and
 
the approximate number of histograms to be taken in each plane. When the
 
test point has been set and the test conditions have stabilized, the
 
location of the first traverse position relative to a fixed position on
 
the nozzle at the test conditions is established. Vertical and horizontal
 
traverses are used to verify the location of the nozzle flow centerline.
 
A typical traverse is shown in the following pages with the histogram loca­
tions noted.
 
At each of the noted histogram locations, a histogram is taken, recorded
 
with an X-Y plotter, and processed through an on-line computer. The mean
 
velocity and turbulence level are calculated and printed out as shown.
 
In order to construct the velocity profile from the histograms, the
 
recorded location of each histogram is calculated, and the mean velocity and
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[,BTF MODEL #± LV -t MAY 1975 
F rlISTGM' . 1$ " 
INPUT NUMIBER OF, ['ATH 
,ELTR V 4 51 
FINAL FOIJT rJUMBER=r0 















957; CONFIrENCE INTERVAL 
1±294 855, 120' 102" 




1=M-OF'E DATA, 2=PPINT HISTOFPAM-._=EN. '­
( H NUMBER 
P H-ISTFM 
-'FIL NOT FND-' 
P HISTGM 
INPUT NUMBER 
[,FLT V 5C-C 
OF DATA POINTS 600 
INPUT NUMBER OF DATA 
DELTA V 4'52 
POINTS 600 
FINAL POINT NUMBEP=60o 
1680 1 
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS = 588. 
6O APOOR QAIJIT 
PARAMETER VALUE 95. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL X ERROR 
MEAN 1301 114 C 1296 259, 1305 970) 0 3732 
TURBULENCE (SD) 58 870 C 55 579, 62 462> 5 9208 
TURB RATIO 0 845 






INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 600
 




NUMBER OF DATA POINTS = 600 
PARAMETER VALUE 95X CONFIDENCE INTERVAL X ERROR
 
MEAN 1259 297 ' 1254. 668, 1263 927) 0 3676 
TURBULENCE (SD) 56 702 ( 53. 563, 60 125> 5 8604 
TURB RATIO 0 045 
J=MORE RTA, 2=PRINT HISTOGRAM, 3=END "3
 
R HIS 
H NLI11BER li6 
R P.15GM 
INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 600
 
DELTA V 4. 5 
-C
 





INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS R
 
1681
R h Ii 
INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 500 
DELTA V 4 4T 
F INAL POINT HUMBER=bOO1 
NUME.EP OF DATA POINTS 477 
PAPAMETEP VALUE 95% CONFIDEN4CE INTERVAL " ERROR 
MEAN ±077 576 106- 88?. 1091 266; i 2704 
UPEBULENCE kSD) 149 489 140 252. 151 668) ' 5650 
TUPB PATIO C 1Z; 
I=MOPE DAT 2=PPINT HISTOGRAM,-'-EN[I '; 
H NlII-IH P 11'
 
F H 1 -i"11M
 
INFUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 500 




NUIBER OF DATA POINTS = 497.
 
PRAPMETEP VALUE 95X CONFIDENrE INTERVAL % ERROR
 
-I" 
NEAN 681 712 C 671 482, 691 94-) ± 5007 
TUPBULENCE tSD', 114 0-4 * 187 1261 121 623) 6 4489 
IURE PATIO 0 167 
J=MORE DATA.2=PRIN1 HISTOGFAII.>=END
 
H N' I ER 118 
R HFIiGH 
INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 600 
DELTA V 4 5 
FINAL POINT NUMBER500O
 
NUMBEP OF DATA POINTS = 596 
PArgiMETER VALUE 95X CONFIDENCE INTERVAL % ERROR 
1682 
MEAN i13. 775 1 1ii9102, ±iS. 248) i. 6236 
TUPbULENCE (5D) 225 487 212. 965, 239. 148) 5 8883 
TURB RATIO 8. 198 it' 
I=MORE DATA. 2=PRINT HISTOGRAM,3=END 9'3 
ORIGIAL PAIGI.-\ NS 
OF poor QUALITY
H JMBER 19 
INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 60e 
DELTA V 4 53
 
FINAL FOINT NUMER=500 
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS = 599 
PARZIEfEP VALUE 95;' CONFIDENCE INTERVAL % ERROR 
MEAN 13i0 219 1347 478 1J.?2 961? 1 6597
 
IUFEJLENCE -SD) 278 295 262.677, 235 I.1) 5 2653
 
TURE RATIO 0 2C,
 
i=MORE DATA 2=PPINT HISTOGRAM .. =ENtE' 
R HIIGM 
INPU,T NUIBEP OF DATA POINTS 600 
DELTa V'.41 
FINAL POINT NUMBER:500 
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS = 599 
PARAMETER VALUE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL X ERROP 
MEAN ±i'720 16 176, 1748 71±) 1 64 1.443 ±92 

TURBULENCE 'SD' 345.920 3126 755, 366 822) 5 8653
 
TURB RATIO 6 201
 
i=MORE DATA, 2=PRINT HISTOGRAM, 3=END ?3 
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8.0 STATIC PRESSURES - ACOUSTIC MODELS
 
The static pressure data from the acoustic 






CORE PtG Pe5s48p4F Dis T RIBlTION 
T'T Ie/p Pre/p vie V6 
0 126 .5.3 13 , 95j8 10o0 
SI. [0 16 2,-/ 1.34 2018 93o 
125- ,3.89 1.5-1 21784 /4oZ 
, 131 3.S1 B97 2-190 14o4 
) I.1 , i 
A.9 
(n 
0.5I 10 ,r3 l.(o 2098 1400 
0.8 
o N F u RA0 N 1 . 
Q.OAJFIGL 4RRT- ,N 1, 
i-
F 
CORE PLUG PRESSURE Dzis-rpi"wrro,, 
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